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MIGHTY GOOD! Ralph Lally, National Banana Council President,
samples the first bite of the prize-winning banana cake at the Fes-
tival here earlier this month with the help of Mrs. Nathan Wade.
Lally's verdict: it was as good as it looked!
Christmas Club Checks
Total Nearly $80,000 Here
A whooping total of nearly
$80.000 in cold cash will be releas-
ed in Fulton this weekend when
both local banks send out their
Christmas Club checks to mem-
bers. This is the largest amount
ever accumulated by local bank
patrons, up some $7000 from last
year. Fulton Bank, which has had
the Christmas Club plan for a
number of years, reported 608
members this year, and City Na-
tional, rounding out its second
year, tallid over 400 Club mem-
bers.
With more than a billion and a
half dollars released nationally
from the Christmas Club surveys
show that the total will be used
in the following ways:
Christmas Purchases, $472,158,-
300; Savings and Investment for
future use, $661,021,620; Taxes,
$267,556,370; Year-end Bills, $78,-
693,050; Miscellaneous, $94,431,-
660:-
"Christmas Club has became a
part of the American way of life,"
said M. R. Jeffress, Cashier of the
Fulton Bank.
"It's our proof that in their own
small way every man and woman
can be a capitalist and decide for
themselves what they will save
and how they will use their sav-ings.”
The new clubs start in both
banks on Monday, November 26.
The Christmas buying spree
broke out just before the Thanks-
giving holidays in Fulton and this
week local merchants are being
kept busy with shoppers eager to
have first choice in selecting their
gifts from the many beautiful
items in the stores downtown.
Fulton merchants are enthusias-
tic about the prospects that sales
will push the year's dollar volume
(Continued on page Twelve)
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JUDGE STAHR receives gold watch from Milton Anderson as Wood
Tipton looks on. (see story).
Judge Elvis Stahr Honored By
Associates Al Testimonial Dinner
"He will live long, long after
some of you have gone." . . "He
has an innate sense of justice that
can't be rivalled" . . . "He has
brought more fame to the First
District than any other District
has had in 30 years" . . .
Remarks such as the above
made by Attorney Tam Waller of
Paducah, current President of the
Kentucky Bar Association, were
accorded by every speaker at
every opportunity Tuesday night
at a testimonial dinner for Judge
Elvis Stahr of Hickman, retiring
January 1st as Circuit Judge after
a long and distinguished career.
The dinner was held at the
Park Terrace restaurant in Fulton
with W. C. Tipton, Hickman, as
host. The dinner preceded a busi-
ness meeting and election of of-
ficers of the First District Bar
Association.
"We are here to do honor to
one of Kentucky's outstanding
citizens" pointed out Milton C.
Anderson, Wickliffe. "He has the
best record of affirmations in the
Court of Appeals of any Judge in
the First District of Kentucky
history" Anderson pointed out,
concluding his extensive remarks
and recollections about his old
friend and classmate by present-
in.g him a gold watch from at-
torneys in the first District. The
watch contained the engraving
Half-Holiday For
City Schools 27th
W. L. Holland, Superintendent
a the Fulton City Schools, an-
nounced today that local schools
will be dismissed the last two pe-
riods next Wednesday Nov. 27,
giving students a half-day holi-
day before Thanksgiving.
One period will be accorded for
"acceptable Halloween behavior",
Holland stated, and the other
period granted in honor of "Little
Miss Top Banana" (Carolyn Al-
len).
Rotary "Court" Halls Hales For
Lousing Up Television Program
J. D. Hales, caught in the NBC
television cameras as he ogled the
beauty show at the Banana Fes-
tival pageant—and accorded spec-
ial notice on the nation-wide
Huntley -Brinkley report last
weekend, was fined $5 by The
Fulton Rotary Club at their meet-
ing Tuesday by a Kangaroo Court
assembled by Club members.
The fine was assessed following
the "arrest" of Hales by Fulton
Police Chief Richard Myatt (also
club member) on a complaint
by Rotary President Bob Morgan
over the action, which was com-
mitted in the State of Tennessee.
The complaint follows:
CITY OF FULTON
POLICE COURT
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN-
TUCKY and State of Tennessee
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
FULTON Rotary Club.
COMPLAINT
VS
John D. Hales
The affiant, Bob Morgan, says
that on the Rth day of November,
1963 within the City Limits of The
City of Fulton and South Fulton,
Tennessee the abode named John
D. Hales did feloniously and
maliciously and with malice afore-
thought project his image, his
ugly face and his unsightly con-
tenance into, onto, and upon a
T. V. camera or cameras owned
and operated by N. B. C. for the
-ea aqs0 uitindsTp 70 asod.ind
tion a good image of Fulton, Ken-
POLICE CHIEF RICHARD MYATT reads "complaint" to J. D. Hales
at Rotary meeting Tuesday, averring Hales had "loused up" the
Huntley-Brinkley newscast about the Twin Cities. See story.
tucky, and South Fulton, Tennes-
see, and he did destroy said good
image.
Sworn to before me this 19th
day of November, 1963.
Bob Morgan of Fulton
Rotary Club
Following the hilarious action
of the Club and the payment of
the five bucks by Hales, he was
relieved of his duties as Sergeant-
At-Arms for two weeks in order
to prevent immediate reprisals.
Fred Hamra, appointed defense
attorney, pointed out that Hales
was merely observing—intently--
the new Princess Carol Glisson,
(who happened to be present in
person Tuesday to receive her en-
graved cup) but this defense was
ignored by the Court, which felt
that Hales was given entirely
too much viewing time of the
four minutes that the Huntley-
Brinkley news report allotted to
the entire festival.
There being no further defense
arguments, the case was closed.
"for distinguished service to the
bench and bar".
Henry H. Lovett Benton, for-
mer Circuit Judge, also spoke.
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., distinguished
son of the Judge, was unable to
attend the dinner because of bus-
iness commitments as President
of Indiana U rsity. A letter
expressing hi heartfelt regrets
was read to the udience.
Roy Roberts, Mayfield, was e-
lected president of the First Dis-
trict Bar Asscrciation. James War-
ren, Fulton, was named vice
president and Mrs. Nancy Mont-
gomery was reelected Secretary
and treasurer.
SPORTSMEN'S CLUB TO MEET
The Fulton County Sportsmen's
Club will meet at the Cayce
School at 7 p. m. on Monday, No-
vember 25. This will be a barbe-
cue supper, with Clint Workman
showing films of his recent deer
hunt in Colorado afterwards. A
shot gun will be given away.
WEST FULTV PTA
TO MEFT T6 teeki / 4
The West Plitetn PTA will meet
today 
(Thuma 
y) in the Farm
Room at 3 p. m. The program will
be "Advances in Education in the
Public School System." The ex-
ecutive board will meet in the
school cafeteria at 2 p. m.
GUEST SPEAKER
Miss Frances Vine, Nazarene
Missionary to the Philippine 'lc-
lands, will be the guest speaker at
the Church of the Nazarene, corn-
er of Laurel and Green Streets, at
11 a. m. on Sunday, November
24.
Pretty Princess Caro
Of Fulton Rotary Cluu umudy
Princess Carol Glisson returned
to Fulton Tuesday to receive her
cup, now suitably engraved with
her name, as pretty ambassador
of the International Banana Fes-
tival.
Presentation of the cup was
made at the Rotary Club meeting
by President Bob Morgan. The
Rotary Club produced and direct-
ed the beauty pageant in which
Princess Carol was selected from
25 Western Kentucky and Tennes-
see beauties during the festival
two weeks ago.
Also on hand for the presenta-
tion was Bob Glisson, Princess
Carol's father, who is associated
with the Ferry-Morse Seed Com-
pany in Fulton and is *himself a
Rotarian.
In her remarks to the Rotarians
following re-presentation of the
cup (the night she won it at the
pageant it did not, of course, have
her name on it) Princess Carol
happily told members of the
multitude of bananas that she had
received from New Orleans the
week after winning her title, and
how she was able to provide
sororities, fraternitiles, students
and everyone she knew of in Mar-
tin with about all of the bananas
PRETTY
Margaret I. King Library
Periodical Dept.
UPpiversity of KentuCky,
Lexington, Ky.
CAROL GLISSON of Martin took
Number 47
time out from her busy
schedule at UTMB to come to Fulton Tuletsday to receive her en-
graved cup for winning the International Banana Festival Princess
contest Rotary President Bob Morgan (left) presented the cup and
admiring father Bob Glisson looks on.
they could eat for quite some time.
She will soon take time out of
her busy schedule at UTMB to go
to New Orleans on "official dut-
ies", she stated, and after January
is slated far a trip to Miami . . .
and is very thrilled about every-
thing.
Milk Producers Show Big Price Gain
Over Last Year, Kyana Report Says
Kentucky and Southern Indiana
dairy farmers averaged nearly 20
cents a hundred pounds more for
their milk during the first nine
months of 1963 than the same pe-
riod a year ago. For the first six
months of the year they averaged
11 cents a hundred pounds higher
than the average of all federal
milk-market orders in the United
States. This was announced in a
report by Burdette L. Fisher,
General Manager of Kyana Milk
Producers, a co-operative that
markets milk for more than 3,000
dairy farmers in the Kentucky-
Southern Indiana area.
TICKETS ON SALE
Season tickets are now on sale
for the Fulton High basketball
season. Tickets ar'e $4.50 for
adults and $2.25 for children. They
may be purchased from any of the
cheerleaders or at Fulton High
School.
. Mail Early For Christmas
Postmaster Joe Treas said to-
day, "Early mailing of all Christ-
mas cards and gifts is the biggest
single factor in getting all of the
mail delivered before Christmas.
Post Office facilities have been
expanded, ample help will be
available, and everything is being
geared up to handle a record
Christmas mail this year."
The 'entire Christmas mailing
period is a big battle against
time., Even though Christmas is
a !tenth away by the calendar, it's
etristmas every day at the Post
Clitice from now on.
..The Postmaster advises, "Don't
take chances on mailing poorly
wrapped packages. Use sturdy
corrugated mailing cartons, plen-
ty of heavy wrapping paper and
strong cord. Cartons containing
several gift packages should be
well stuffed with tissue or old
newspapers to cushion the con-
tents."
He said further, "If you have
articles of unusual size or bulk,
better check with the Post Office
before attempting to mail them.
The limits of size and weight of
packages vary, depending on
where you mail your packages
from."
Always send your Christmas
cards by First Class mail, using
the new five cent Christmas Tree
stamps, and be sure your return
name and address, including
your ZIP Code number, is on
each Christmas card envelope.
Before you mail your Christ-
mas cards, secure free labels
from the Post Office which read.
"ALL FOR LOCAL DELIVERY"
ansi "ALL FOR OUT OF TOWN
DELIVERY", so that you can sort
your cards into two bundles, with
the addresses all facing one way,
thus expediting delivery.
Send all Christmas mail going
long distances before December
10th. Follow up promptly with
cards and gifts for local delivery.
Mail "Early and Often" for a
merrier Christmas!
About this week's paper.
THE NEWS this issue is printed in two sections of 12 pages
each. The second section is a pictorial review of the Banana
Festival, and will go to all regular paid subscribers at no in-
crease in cost • .. a little "bonus" for their extra enjoyment. We
have been obliged to limit the gratis distributions of this pictor-
ial section because of the cost of producing it, and while we
have plenty of copies printed, will have them for sale for 25c
apiece at our regular downtown Fulton sale points: The News
office, Evans Drug, The ewstand and Edmond Khourie. You
may purchase the entire 4-page paper for 25c as long as the
first section is available, d after that, the pictorial second
section only, for the sari* price. We hope you enjoy it all. Get
your copies as soon as possible; from advance requests it is going
fast!
—11TE EDI`TOREI
Translated into dollars, Kyana
farmers received about $1,100,000
more for their milk this year than
during the same period a year
ago.
In addition, . Fisher's report
showed that more milk from co-
operative members' cows went
into bottled milk this year thali
was the case a year ago. Fisher
said 72 per cent of the milk pro-
duced here was bottled as fresh
milk, compared with 67 per cent
last year.
Two major reasons were given
by Fisher for the better position
of Kentucky and Southern Indiana
dairymen this year. One is that
retail selling methods have been
improved. Another is the Kyana
milk-holding and processing plant
in Louisville.
Storage facilities for 260,000
pounds of milk allow the co-oper-
ative to channel surplus milk into
other markets at whole-milk
prices. If that fails, the milk can
be churned, separated or dried
with plant equipment.
Milk is shipped by producers to
Kyana-assigned bottlers and
handlers. The processors pay
Kyana for the use they make of
the milk—one price for bottled
milk and a lower price for milk
used in the making of cheese, but.
ter, ice cream, dried milk and
other dairy products.
The co-operative then, uncle/
regulations of the federal milk.
market order in Louisville, pays
farmers a "blend" price for their
milk, again based on the use to
which it was put.
Fisher believes that Kentucky
and Southern Indiana are becom-
ing more and more important in
the national dairy picture.
"It is by dairy farmers working
together in their co-operative,"
he says, "that the industry will
continue to show improvement."
TROOP 42's newest Eagle Scout was presented his pin by his father
and pinned by his mother Tuesday night at the Troop Court of Honor.
Troop 42 Scoutmaster Charles Walker, above, made the presentation
to Charles Walker .Jr., and Mrs. Walker admires the pin she has Just
fastened to the well-decorated uniform of her son.
LIFE SCOUT AWARDS at the Troop 42 Court of Honor Tuesday
went to the above trio (from left): Paul Westpheling In, David Dunn
and Lee Engel.
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The Long Story Of Krebio zen, The So - Called
Cancer Drug, Comes To Dishonorable End
The Story of the drug krebiozen,
once hailed as a completely new ap-
proach to the cure of cancer, appears
to be reaching an ignominious end.
Not only do findings of the Food and
Drug Administration and the Nation-
al Cancer Institute wreck the hopes
of hundreds of sincerely convinced
people, they seem likely as well to
wreck what remains of the career of
a distinguished research scholar, Dr.
Andrew C. Ivy.
It is twelve years since Dr. Ivy
first risked his professional reputa-
tion by vouching for the effectiveness
krebiozen in cancer treatment be-
fore it had been evaluated by any in-
dependent research body and while
its principal constituents remained
unknown to scientists.
The story of the drug has never
been satisfactorily explained. It sup-
posedly was brought here from Ar-
gentina by two refugee Yugoslav bro-
thers who had extracted it from horse
serum. Dr. Ivy took the highly un-
susaual step of announcing their dis-
covery, and his own faith in it, at a
press luncheon rather than through
the usual channels of testing and eval-
ation.
His activities led to his suspension
from the Cook County Medical So-
ciety and an enforced leave of absence
from the University of Illinois. Mean-
while the Durovic brothers refused to
reveal any details of the discovery of
their drug which, further confusing
researchers, had been dissolved into
thousands of ampoules of mineral oil.
The American Medical Associa-
tion denounced the product as "worth-
less" because it could obtain no con-
trolled tests amid no information as to
the base of the drug. But krebiozen
continued to attract devoted adher-
ents because, by the very nature of
the disease, some people who took it
noticed remission of symptoms, relief
of pain and occasionally a complete
disappearance of their tumor. These
subjective signs, pointed out the
A. M. A., are observable in all cancer
cases; they proved nothing about
krebiozen because no long, scientific-
ally controlled test of it was ever giv-
en. The brothers Durovic replied with
a sensational account of a "plot" by
the A. M. A. or some of its members,
to obtain control of the remedy.
The matter came to a head on
two separate counts. New rules of the
F. D. A. give it the duty of knowing
the chemical composition of any drug
licensed for experimental sale in the
United States. Krebiozen was then
being shipped around the country and,
in spite of laws forbidding the sale of
experimental drugs, its users were
asked for "donations" of $9.50 an am-
poule. It took the department a full
year to secure compliance from the
owners of krebiozen and a sample of
the drug. In the meantime the Na-
tional Cancer Institute, investigating
at the request of a judge hearing a
libel suit brought by Dr. Ivy against
the former president of the Univer-
sity of Illinois, had had similar diffi-
culty obtaining samples and case his-
tories, in spite of Dr. Ivy's promise to
supply them.
The two groups, acting independ-
ently, finally were able to test the my-
sterious samples for resemblances to
other drugs already known to science.
Both found the operative substance in
the krebiozen ampoule to be creatine,
a common product, of no value in
cancer treatment and obtainable at a
low price from any animal matter.
Further reports are due this week
from the Cancer Institute. The F. D.
A. is asking the proprietors of krebio-
zen to show cause why they should
not be prosecuted in criminal court.
Both the Durovics and Dr. Ivy pro-
test that the findings are wrong, but
still offer no further information on
their mysterious compound.
When a cure for cancer—and it is
unlikely that there will ever be one
remedy for all types of the disease—
is found, we may rest assured that it
will be neither introduced nor mark-
eted to an enxious public in the way
krebiozen has been.
—Louisville Courier Journal
An Author Unknown May Have The Answer As To
Success Of Our First International Festival
For all those people, inside and
out of Fulton, who wonderd how the
twin cities put together such a giant
undertakng as the Banana Festival, an
Author Unknown may have the an-
swer. That the festival was a tremend-
ous success there can be no doubt. So
read this little poem today, and keep
it when you want to look back on
things in general.
WHAT IS SUCCESS?
It's doing your job the best you can,
And being just to your fellow man;
Not making money, but holding
friends,
And staying true to your aims and
ends.
It's figuring how and learning why,
And looking forward and thinking
high,
And dreaming little and doing much;
It's keeping always in closest touch
With what is finest in word and deed;
It's daring blithely the field of chance
While making of labor a brave ro-
mance.
It's going onward despite defeat
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And fighting staunchly, but keeping
sweet,
It's being clean and it's playing fair,
It's laughing lightly at Dame Despair,
It's looking up at the stars above,
And drinking deeply of life and love.
It's struggling on with the will to win,
But taking loss with a cheerful grin.
It's sharing sorrow, and work and
mirth,
And making better this good old
earth.
It's serving, striving through strain
and stress,
It's doing your noblest — That's
Success.
DESIRE
The thirst of desire is never fill-
ed, nor fully satisfied.
—Cicero
Some desire is necessary to keep
life in motion; he whose real wants
are supplied, must admit those of
fancy.
—Samuel Johnson
What we most need is the prayer
of fervent desire for growth in grace,
expressed in patience, meekness, love,
and good deeds.
—Mary Baker Eddy
We trifle when we assign limits
to our desires, since nature hath set
none.
—C. N. Bovee
The stoical schemes of supplying
our wants by lopping off our desires, is
like cutting off our feet when we want
shoes.
—Jonathan Swift
STRICTLY BUSINESS by Mcf-eatiers
"Victim of the new expense account rules?"
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 Turning Back The Clock - -
stag FRem THE FILES:—
November 19, 1943
Laverne Walker, a member of
the Cayce 4-H Club, has received
word that she has been named
state champion in the State 4-H
Club Foods Record Contest and
will represent Keripcky in the
national contest. 
Lt. Col. James Isbell, U. S. Army
Air Corps, stationed at Wendever
Field, Utah, arrived November 13
for a visit with his wife and small
daughter.
Rev. Loyal 0. Harman, presi-
dent of the Fulton Rotary Club,
has resigned because of being
transferred to the Paris, Tenn.
Methodist Church. Succeeding him
as head of the club is Joe Davis,
vice-president.
Miss Rena Katherine Brittain,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Brittain, Third Street, and Wil-
liam Bryan Hassell, Jr., son of
Mrs. Thelma Hassell
were married Novem
home of the bride's a
•.Paducah,
44 in the
t in Louis-
vile. After a brief Ihoneyrnoon,
they will make their home in Ful-
ton.
Miss Martha Melton of Milan,
Tenn., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Melton of Memphis, for-
merly of Fulton, and Dr. R. V.
Putnam, Jr. son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. V. Putnam, were married No-
vember 11 at the First Baptist
Church, with Rev. R. D. Martin of-
ficiating. Dr. and Mrs. Putnam left
immediately after the ceremony
for a southern honeymoon, after
which they will be at home at
309 Carr Street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Bennett ob-
served their seventieth wedding
anniversary on November 13. They
were married on November 13,
1873 at Huntingdon, Tenn. They
have two children, Hubert of Ful-
ton and Ernest of Paducah; two
grandchildren, Charles Robert of
Fulton and Miller of Paducah.
Miss Mary Ann Bennett is the
only great grand child.
About 40 members of the Young
People's Division and The Fulton
High football squad gathered for a
going-away party for Loyal Hart-
man, Jr., who left Wednesday for
Paris, Tenn., to make his home.
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, superintendent
of the division, was the chaperon
and she was assisted in entertain-
ing by Mrs. H. R. Koonce, Mrs.
W. L. Carter and Miss Wilma Jean
Harris.
Mrs. Lawrence Holland enter-
tained the members of the after-
noon bridge club on November 11
at her home on Jefferson Street.
Six visitors were included among
the players. High score prize for
members went to Mrs. W. T.
Browning and Mrs. A. W. McClel-
lan received guest high.
YMBC workers and other vol-
unteers collected 30,000 pounds of
scrap in the Victory Scrap Drive
which was started November 14.
About 48 workers and 12 trucks
spent several days in the collec-
tion.
100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Ken-P--
El tuck", as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission1
By JOE JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week the Louisville Journal com-
mented on a report that authori-
ties at Washington were consider-
ing giving the Confederate cavalry
leader, Brig. Gen. John Hunt Mor-
gan of Kentucky, back to the Con-
federate States Army in exchange
for a Union Army officer of equal
rank, Brig. Gen. Neal Dow, who
was a prisoner of war in the South.
Morgan, who had surrendered
July 26, ending his daring raid into
Indiana and Ohio, was being held
in the Ohio state penitentiary at
Columbus.
George D. Prentice, the strongly
Unionist editor of the Louisville
Journal, was opposed to letting an
"immensely effective" Confederate
leader like Morgan return to duty,
merely for the sake of getting Dow
out of Libby Prison, Richmond,
Va., and having him return to duty
with the Union Army. Dow, a
Quaker and a successful Maine
business man, had turned temper-
ance crusader and in 1851 was suc-
cessful in having a prohibition law
enacted in Maine. Commissioned
colonel, he had gone to war in
1861 as commanding officer of the
13th Maine Infantry regiment. The
Quakers had expelled him from
the Society of Friends for be-
coming a soldier. Twice wouinded
at Port Hudson, he had been cap-
tured while recovering.
The Louisville Journal editor
wrote: "So long as there is no
general exchange—so long as the
great mass of prisoners on both
sides are left in confinement—for
heaven's sake let not John Morgan
be an exception. . . He has made
his appearances here, there and
everywhere. He has inflicted twice
as much injury upon Union men
and the Union cause as any other
officer of his grade connected
with Bragg's army. He has been
the terror of the Federals and the
boast and glory of the Rebels."
Prentice argued that releasing
Morgan would be paying too high
a price for an officer like Dow,
saying, "We used to hear of him
as a temperance lecturer in Maine,
but when and where has he done
anything in the war?" When this
protest appeared in the Louisville
newspaper, some of Morgan's of-
ficers, confined with him at Co-
lumbus, were nearing completion
of a tunnel through which he and
six others would escape during the
following week. (Dow would have
to remain in Libby Prison until
March of 1864, when he would be
exchanged for Confederate Brig.
Gen. William Henry Fitzhugh
("Rooney" Lee, second eldest
son of Gen. Robert E. Lee.)
Mrs. William Railing of Coving-
ton received a letter from her
husband, a Union soldier who had
been captured at Chickamauga in
September and sent to Libby Pri-
son. It had taken the letter three
weeks to travel from Richmond,
Va., to Covington, Ky. She and
others wishing to write to prison-
ers of war or others in Confeder-
ate territory could send a single
sheet in an unsealed envelope, elf-
closed (with five cents for postage
to Richmond, ten cents to other
points) in a larger envelope ad-
dressed to "Commanding General
Fortress Monroe, Va., for Flag of
Truce."
INDUSTRIAL'S WMOW DIES
Cleveland, Nov. 8—Mrs. Mabel
Shields Andrews, 94, whose estate
was estimated at $17,000,000 died
Thursday night in her hotel apart-
ment. She was the widow of Mat-
thew Andrews, chairman of the
board of the M. A. Hanna Com-
pany, which has extensive mining
properties.
PARKWAY DEDICATION SITE—The 127-mile long Western Ken-
tucky Parkway was formally dedicated at this site near Leitchfield on
Oct. 28.
You'll Say they're delicionsi
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
ATIUNS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR TOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE MONS 5 III MAIN EITILICET
FULTON, SICNTUCKY
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Add a Phone
Add
a lot to
living...
KITCHEN
Give the lion in your den a handy extension
phone and see how he purrs! All over your
home you can make people happy by adding
phones in the kitchen, bedroom, workroom,
family room. And the cost is small. For details,
call your Telephone Business Office or ask your
Telephone serviceman.
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WESTWARD HO—This is the new Western Kentucky Parkway near its beginning at Elizabethtown in Hardin County. View is looking
West toward Leitchfield where road was dedicated and opened on Oct. 28.
DEATHS
Miss Mildred Ramage
Miss Mildred Imelda Ramage,
75, former postmistress at Hick-
man and retired school teacher,
died in the Fulton Hospital on
November 20. She had been a
patient in McAlister's Rest Home
in Fulton.
Funeral services will be held at
10 a. m. today (Thursday) in
Sacred Heart Catholic Church in
Hickman, with burial in the City
Cemetery there.
Survivors are two nieces and a
nephew, Mrs. John Shaw Bacon,
Miss Frances Johnson and E. D.
Johnson, all of Hickman.
Mrs. David Hardison
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Jane Hardison, 89, were held in
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel on November 18, with Rev.
J. F. McMinn officiating Burial
was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mrs. Hardison, of Crutchfield,
FIRE SALE
STILL CONTINUING AT
THE DERBY
ALL FIXTURES - EQUIPMENT and
MERCHANDISE
EVERYTHING MUST GO
It
TAKE YOUR PICK.
BOTH
NOW
155
4/5 QUART
$2.85 I $1.45
PINT I 1/2
 PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths
GLENMORE
4 ?air& D
BOND
100 PROOF
SILVER LABEL
6 YEAR OLD
STRAIGHT
90 PROOF
IMO sorn.ED BY KENYON DISTILLERIES COYPU'''. LOUIEVILLI-OVENE3010. arum
died at her home on November 17.
She was the widow of David
Hardison, who died in 1937.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Reuben Batts of Dukedom; two
sons, William Gaylon Hardison of
Crutchfield and James Hardison,
with the U. S. Army in France;
also a sister, a half-sister, three
grandchildren and three great
grandchildren.
'gm Lee Duke
Mrs. Mary Bennie HouSe Duke,
of Water Valley, died on Novem-
ber 17 in the Fulton Hospital as
a result of injuries received on
November 16 when struck by a
car when crossing the highway at
Water Valley.
Funeral Services were held at
Hornbeak Funeral Home on No-
vember 19, with Rev. Edwin Tay-
lor and Rev. Otis Schultz officiat-
ing. Interment was in Camp
Beauregard Cemetery.
Surviving are two sons, Roy
Duke of Water Valley and Harry
Duke of Fulton; a daughter, Mrs.
Helma Russell of Water Valley; a
sister, Mrs. Rita White of Water
Valley; three half-sisters, a half-
brother, seven grandchildren and
five great grandchildren.
Blue Cross Director
Named Editor's Head
R. W. Harrison, Public Service
Director for Blue Cross-Blue Shield
in Kentucky, was re-elected to-
day as President of the Kentucky
State Ilidustrial Editors Associa-
tion.
This oranization is affiliated
with the International Council of
Industrial Editors.
WHY WAIT?
ORDER COAL NOW!
• Expertly Prepared
• Washed
• Laboratory Tested
• Free Burning
• Easy to Fire
An "honest value" coal that
assures honest-to-goodness
heat. Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker
ORDER TODAY!
All Kinds and Sizes
on Hand —
Immediate DO livery.
CITY COAL CO.
PHONE 51
Crutchfield WMU Meets
The regular meeting of the Nell
Hardy W. M. U. of the Crutch-
field Baptist Church was held an
November 12 at the church. Eleven
members Were present.
The program on "Partners for
Progress in Japan" was in charge
of by Mrs. Lewis Patrick and Mrs.
Elmo Copeland. Those taking part
Henderson, . Macon Shelton,
in the progri were Mrs. Loyd
Mrs. Paul Bradley, Mrs. J. C.
Jackson and Mrs. Patrick.
A brief business session was
presided over by Miss Marie
Moore, president, at which time
the treasurer's report was given
by Mrs. Cloyce Johnson.
SAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
November 22: Andy Betts, Ocie
Speight, Fred Sawyer; November
23: Ivan Brady, Norman Terry,
Mrs. Smith Atkins; November 24:
Sandra Cashion; November 25:
Sherri Lou Elliott, Mrs. Don Sen-
sing;
November 26: C. D. Jones, Lois
Elliott, Harold D. Henderson, Jr.;
November 27: Billy Stem, April
Lee Parker, LeRoy Elliott, Leon-
ard Hagan; November 28: Virginia
Jones, Carl Kindred, Harry Lace-
well, Hugh Moore, Mrs. Luther
Wright, Willis Hicks, Ernest Jen-
kins.
Clinton Man
Burned Fatally
At His Home
Eugene Jackson, 46, burned to
death about 3:30 a. m. last week
when fire destroyed the residence
of his late parents, located south
of Clinton on U. S. Highway 51.
Jackson, who had lived in Cali-
fornia for the past nine years, re-
turned to Clinton three weeks ago
and was making plans to make his
home there.
Flames had already engulfed
the house when the fire was dis-
covered. It was impossible to reach
the victim who was alone in the
house.
Survivors include a brother,
Jimmie Jackson of California.
S. P. MOORE It CO.
207 Commercial Phone 58
—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—kwnings, tarpaulins
JANES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBEIEW
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REDS BLAMED FOR DEATH
Saigon,—Col. Hoang Thuy Nam,
former chief of the Vietnamese
mission to the International Con-
trol Commission, was abducted by
Communist Viet Cong forces in
1961 and then murdered, it was
announced Monday.
 111•111MMINE,
RUPTURE
The New Sensational Invention
Sutherland's ••11111Y Truss /
No Odors
City Drug Co.. Fullen
No Belts — No traps —
PRE-THANKSGIVING SPECIAL!
ONE-THIRD OFF
on all NEW SUITS. Six days only. We have a
limited number that have been drastically reduced
to $18.95. Look for the sale tag on the suit.
"r-
famous brand
names!
MOR onvenient services!
gift i f.- dea's!i.
Caswx 'mixt (Ptoude ac'
CAS1fON - CRISRAN- WRIGHT
MENS WEAR
MAIN STREET FULTON
A FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS
CLUB CHECK
MAKES IT
MORE FUN!
s53,922
BEING MAILED TO FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS CLUB MEMBERS!
OPENS
MONDAY
NOV. 25th.
Our '63 members will soon enjoy the extra fun of extra cash for
gifts shopping. Make sure you'll share in this, next year, receiving a
nice fat check just when you need it most. Join our '64 Christmas
Club soon.
US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS
FULTON BANK
96a
28
so
MEM
The 1963 winners were selected
)ecause of their outstanding con-
ributions in the field of mental
-etardation. T h e Foundation
wards were made in three gen-
iral areas: scientific research, ser-
-ice in the development of indi
idual or group programs to aid
he mentilly retarded and lead-
srship by public officials, civic
eaders, authors or others who
'lave awakened the public con-
cience or led to increased indivi-
lual and community efforts in the
nental retardation field.
Gov. Combs, who was one of
he winners in the leadership
.ategory, has been a key factor
n organizing programs in Ken-
ucky to help the mentally re-
arded. He was unusually effec-
ive in creating the belief on the
)art of the masses of people that
omething could be done for the
nentally retarded. He has work-
'd consistenly with professional
'eaders in the field of mental re-
itrdation and has encouraged
•ommunity leaders to take local
iction at local levels.
A graduate of Cumberland Col-
'ege and of the University of Ken-
tucky, where he took his law
For glorious burgers
elieez Whiz 'em!
Spoon it!
into hot foods
Heat it!
for cheese sauce
Spread it!
for snacks
K RAFT'S amazing
pasteurized process cheese
spread for dozens of
fast ci7rese treats
ICROSS OHIO COITNTY—Ribbon-smooth lanes of concrete on the
 Western Kentucky Parkway shoot
!trough Ohio County in this view looking West toward Central Ci
ty.
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Governor Combs Selected
For Mental Health Award
Gov. Bert T. Combs of Kentucky has been selected
is one of the winners of the second annual International
kwards of the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., Foundation, it
vas disclosed at a press conference held at the May-
lower Hotel.
Presentations will be made by degree, Gov. Combs has be
en an
inner at the Americana Hotel attorney, a judge, and served on
New York on Dec. 4. the staff of Gen. Dou
glas Mac-
Arthur.
Other winners in the leadership
category were: Sen. Lister Hill
from Alabama and Rep. John E.
_Fogarty of Rhode Island.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton .Hospitals .on Wed-
nesday, November 20th:
JONES HOSPITAL
W. E. Allen, Mrs. 0. D. Cook,
Fulton; Mrs. Jimmie Clements,
Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Jim Brun-
dige, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Willie
Griffith, Dresden; Mrs. Bobby
Hearn, Dresden; Mrs. William
Warren and baby, Dukedom.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Willis Cnandler, Mrs
Wayne Hawks, Paul Bates, Ruel
Fulcher, Fulton; D. Ferguson,
Mrs. Raymond Faulkner, Mrs.
James Sullivan, Mrs. Ronald Mack
Fields, Mrs. Milton Caunce, Mrs.
Alvin Thorpe, Dickie Thomas,
Little Jamie Butts, South Fulton;
Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedom; Mrs.
Billie Pewitt, Hornbeak; William
Clark, Mrs. Don Pierce, Mrs. Myra
Lintz, Water Valley, Nina Rose
Moss, Route 3, Martin.
lFULTON HOSPITAL
Barney Yates, Mrs. Mary Sen-
sing, Don Sensing, Mrs. Lola
Howard, Mrs. Mose Homra, Ual
Killebrew, Clarence Pillow, Mrs.
Kenneth Crews, Mrs. Larry Bead-
les, Fulton; Tommy Lawson, Jr.,
Mrs. James Powell, Mrs. Billie
Moss, Martha Sue Patterson and
son, Mrs. John Thorpe, South
Fulton; Mrs. Russell Gordon and
son, Route 1, Fulton; Walter Mc-
Clain, T. M. Porter, Michael Mc-
Kinney, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Joe
Terrell, Route 5, Fulton; Nolan
Pope, Martin; Mrs. Orvin Morn -
son, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. David
Elrod, Larry Scruggs, Water Val-
ley; Mrs. Elvis Cole, Route 2, Wa-
ter Valley; Mrs. J. D. Campbell,
Aaron Laws, Wingo; Mrs. Crate
Roberts, Dukedom; Mrs. Hayden
Workman, Rout 4, Hickman; L. L.
Jones, Route 3, Clinton; Willie
McClanahan, Crutchfield.
THAI'S RIGHT-
NO BITE! 
MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE
'4.854G175. $1.55 1/2
YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIONT IIOURSON. ALSO 100 PROOF BOTTLED-
IN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE DIST.. UX1ISYILLE • OWENSBORO. KY.
ANOTHER SMILING GROUP OF
KIDDIES FROM GARDNER'S
STUDIO THIS WEEK:
BING AND ADAM THOMAS,
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Thomas, and grandsons of Mr. and
Mrs. Hillman Collier.
BING THOMAS comes up with a
big smile.
SCOTT WHEAT, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Wisest of South Fulton.
MICHELLE HOMRA, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hoinra, Ful-
ton.
GRAND OPENING!
PARK TERRACE
GIFT SHOP
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. NOV. 22-23
7 30 A. IL to 9 P.M.
"BANANA CROSSROADS OF AMERICA" SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
Largest and most Complete Selections of
gifts in Wilt Tennessee & Kentucky for
Christmas, Wedding, Birthday & Bridge
Prizes.
Don't fail to register for the 4 door prizes,
plus Favors, for all the ladies.
BEAUTIFUL ENTRANCE at the new Park Terrace Gift shop: the
gold mermaid in the center poses in front of a trickling fountain,
flanked by handsome ornamental iron gates Inside is a great array
of colorful wares.
We specialize in Pakula, Whiting & Davis Jewelry,
Flower arrangements, Brass, Cut Crystal, Lamps,
Candles, of all kind, Molec Wood, L. G. Wright.
Glass, tivets, Westmoreland Milk Glass, Pictures,
Plaques, Corning ware, Ceramics, Pottery, Toys,
over 100 different collections of dolls, Barbie,
Tresie dolls and a beautiful wardrobe, locally hand-
made clothes.
CHEERY FIREPLACE at one end of the rift shop is tucked under a
cheery little shingle roof, and makes a handsome centerpiece for a
great multitude of gifts of all sizes and all kinds.
In Our Shop there are over 65 companies represented, plus
many handmade articles by local people.
For an evening of entertainment, dine at the Park Terrace
Restaurant and browse around in our gift Shop.
Plan To Book your Xmas parties early before all of the good dates are filled!
Phone 611, 45-E. Hwy. South Fulton, Tennessee.
Free Parking for over 150 cars
SONNY AND VADA PUCKETT
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E06 HUME
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
36". 72'
PLASTIC SNIT, •
a F.61 35 I
FM. /40101•1111• 4 NAILS
T• TACK ON
l 
A. C. Butts & Sons
E. Stale Line Phone 202
FLExO•
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT, TACK, SEW sr SEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
MSC.
IMICLOCVSOS
1111111111;11II.
.
Di
Owl,
24Pc
Um. FL
b.a..41.
A RUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
lip • 
?g 
TOP QUALITY
alf/0 WINDOWod." MATERIALS
HOLD IN HEAT-KEEP OUT COLD
DeoCrter.rWtInoWis7;;;:r1S•tc=ret
LEX-0-GLASS
LASS-0-NET
WYR-0-GLASS
EEN•GLASS
FLEXO-PANE
Builder's Supply, Inc.
501 Walnut Phones 96, 09
'SNOW USE
Putting Off Winter
PROTECTION
Don't wait until the little wom-
an gets you up at midnight
to close out those cold winter
drafts. Fix yourself some low-
cost storm windows out of
Warp's FLEX-O
-GLASS. It's
easy! Just cut with shears . . .
tack over screens or frames.
You'll be snug and warm all
winter long and save up to 40%
on fuel costs. Warp's gmuine,
crystal-clear FLEX-O-GLASS
lasts for years at a fraction the
cost of glass. Only 87r a square
yard at your local hardware or
lumber dealer.
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
36 .72" IS **I
PLASTIC 511111 T fosse OLOUTIIIN• 4 N•11.11
70 TACIT 0
Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35 Fulton
NOTICE
Leaf
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday .
Saturday
CITY
Pick-Up Schedule
West Fulton
East Fulton
East Fulton
West Fulton
West Fulton
East Fulton
Thank You,
OF FULTON
• 7171eigeil et
mighty good rfidsciti*
to insist on
_Hiram Walken;
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FIFTH $3.75 — PINT $2.35 — % PINT MN
*iniported Botanicals,
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made
according to an old English
fortnula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century af
fl.gleedisratip.
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Letters To Editor
Dear Jo,
I want to congratulate you and
the other Fultonians on the tre-
mendous parade down there last
Saturday. Although I could not
attend the other functions of the
Banana Festival, I did get there
for the parade—which I thought
You all certainly added a "star
was certainly the best one I've
seen in this area.
in your crown" with your week's
observance, and I'm sure that
your future festival "stars" will
shine as brightly.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
Lon Carter Barton
Representative Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
Dear Johanna:
Here's a set of the glossies in-
cluding the one you really wanted
on top.
I need a couple pix and perhaps
you have some extras. Ralph
Lewis took some shots of kids pull-
ing bananas off the stem on Lake
St.—can you send me a couple
of glossies of those if you have
them handy.
I've told you my feelings, but
I would like to say again that I
think that Nathan, you, Bill Scott
and the whole crew did one fine
job in pulling that whingding to-
gether in a comparatively few
short weeks.
My congratulations to Fulton
and South Fulton and to all of you
who gave so much to make the
first International Banana Festival
a_ success.
Best regards.
Cordially,
John C. Bohan
Public Relations Theodore R.
Sills & Co. Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling
FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
I just want to tell you that I
certainly enjoyed the Banana Fes-
tival.
All of you did a marvelous job.
I have never seen such teamwork
in all of my life.
With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely your friend,
Robert A. Everett, Con-
ressman State of Tennessee
Mrs. Paul (Jo) Westpheling
Chairman Governors and
Dignitaries Day
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
May I say it was a pleasure to
be in your city last Friday, and to
attend the various activities of
Friday's Banana Festival.
I used to work out of Fulton
with the Prudential Insurance
Company, and was able to renew
some old friendships with my
former staff; Manager G. H. Duley
and his lovely wife and with
Chas. Cregory, and wife Prudent-
ial agent, now retired.
I also appreciated meeting and
greeting various mayors and
other dignitaries.
My congratulations on a job
well done and it is_my sincere
wish this occasion will be even
bigger and better in the future and
I am sure it will be.
My thanks again for a nice day.
When in Mayfield, I would ap-
preciate your dropping by the city
hall.
Harry H. Vandergriff,
Mayor of Mayfield
Mr. Nathan Wade, Chairman
Twin Cities Banana Festival
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Nathan:
Thanks for the check which ar-
rived today, and also for the kind
words with regard to the Pageant.
When a job is one that you en-
joy it makes it so much easier to
make what you're doing a success-
ful project. I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of my part of the
Festival, and am happy that every-
thing turned out well. The girls
were all wonderful, and easy to
work with, and everyone with
wham I came in contact was
grand. Thank them all for me for
making my job such a simple one.
I naturally, because of the confu-
sion, did not get to say what I
wanted to to everyone before I left,
with my best regards. I would ser-
iously like to come back next
year, and would appreciate your
the best of luck to you all.
Sincerely,
considering me. Thanks again, and
Dick Hawley
Television Station WMCT
Memphis, Tenn.
Jo Westpheling
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
Guess you have about recovered
from the successful Banana Festi-
val of last week, from all accounts
it must have been a huge success.
We tried to give you all the
coverage we possibly could on the
Mighty WCBL. Mentioning it every
time we could possibly do so and
always on the Bulletin Board
three times a day. Plus the 10
spots at $2.00 each that "we done
up brown" for you.
Just let me know when you
want anything given publicity, and
CANEYVILLE INTERCHANGE—State Road 105 crosses the Western
Kentucky Parkway at this point in Grayson County near Caneyville.
As seen near, the new highway is nearly completed. It was dedicat-
ed by Governor Combs and other state officials on Oct. 28 near Leitch-
field.
we at the radio station, will only
be too glad to help plug and plug.
Sincerely
Shelby McCalliun
WCBL Benton, Ky.
Dear Nathan,
Congratulations upon a most suc-
cessful first Banana Festival.
I hope by now you are rested.
Thank you fo,F allowing me to
participate in afM enjoy the festiv-
ities. Being a beauty contest judge
was a special joy.
Best wishes.
Hope to see you soon.
Sincerely,
Carroll Hubbard
Mayfield, Ky.
Dear Friends:
Mr. Fred Harris, William Laugh-
lin and I certainly thank all of
you for inviting us to the Gover-
nor's and Dignitaries' Day at the
Fulton-South Fulton First Inter-
national Banana Festival.
From the moment we arrived
Friday until we left in the evening
was certainly a time of enjoyment
and interest to each of us.
The hard work and effort put
forth by each committee was cer-
tainly evident from the well plan-
ned program of the day and the
cordiality and courtesies extended
from the people of Fulton-South
Fulton was certainly a tribute to
the Twin Cities.
There can be no doubt that this
First International Banana Festi-
val was a huge success and our
hats are off for a job well done
to all responsible.
Thank you again for your in-
vitation and each of us look for-
ward to next year when we hope
to have the opportunity to be
present at the Second Internation-
al Banana Festival.
Sincerely,
Don Holifield
Industrial Economist
State of Tennessee.
Dear Jo:
Attached is a tear sheet that I
received from Miss Rachel Daniel,
The Times-Picayune. It is certain-
ly a nice spread and while it may
TV SPECIALS
JAitn of good used sets
New Portable's
$139.95, up
WOOD & PRILT,TT TV
-WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
300 Walnut Phone 711
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not do too much for all of us this
year it might help for next year.
Should you feel so incrined it
might be nice to drop her a line
thanking her for the excellent pub-
licity we received.
From all reports and indications
that we have received the festival
was indeed a success and I am de-
lighted to know that you are going
to do it next year. I might suggest
that you firm up the dates as soon
as possible so that we can include
them in our Calendar of Events.
To me this looks like an annual af-
fair that is well worth the efforts
of everyone.
Sincerely yours,
W. L. Knight, Director
Dept. of Public Information
Frankfort, Ky.
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• CRYSTAL CLEAR
9 CUT, TACK, SEW or SEAL
HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
PO•Col 5104.4 STALL PROVICTORS
ITINDOWS IJSSmISI coma
WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake
OLD
WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
• Plus
Sales Tax
•
-
WALKER:5
sitmuu :maw. **nil°
FIFTHS $5.39*
PIN rs $3 39*
1/2 PINT $1.70*
SIRAIGIII BOURBON •IiimuY
8 YEARS 910 • 46 I,•vitH
HIRAM WALKER & SOMS 'Hi •INIti•
Phone 28
Jetsmooth Luxury CHEVROLET
Chevrolet Impala 4-Door Sport Sedan
ow are the high-priced cars going to explain this!
Here are looks, luxury and comfort that you'd expect
to set you back plenty—if they came from anybody
but the people at Chevrolet.
Fresh-minted styling with clean uncluttered lines
that give the '64 Jet-smooth Chevrolet its feeling of
new length and lowness. Rich new interiors
with supple fabrics. Foam-cushioned front
and rear seats and door-to-door carpeting—
now standard in all models, including the
Idnr••••
CHEVROLET
modestly priced Biscaynes. And, of course, the niceties
of Body by Fisher craftsmanship.
You've got a wealth of power to pick from—enginesfrom a peppery 140-hp 6 to a 425-hp V8*! And you've
got the '64 Jet-smooth ride to cushion you from road
noise and vibration.
Been promising yourself luxury like this
someday? Your someday is here, as your
dealer will gladly show you. •osoolsatatisos all
Ask about a SMILE-MILE Ride and the Chevrolet Song Book at your Chevrolet dealer's
•
104 East Fourth Street
TAYLOR CHEVROLET BUICK, INC. woo
SWIFT
CHOP HAM
12 oz. $11
Cans
LARGE SIZE
WHITE SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT
EACH 10c
ha
" • •
1ft-r.r
SUN MAID •
him you need for a magnificent...
klitkARtingllin
RAISINS ___ 2 Lb. Bag
GLACED
HALF
TOM TURKEY  r•
11 - 14 LB. DOUBLE BREASTED
TURKEYS Hen
ELM HILL
WHOLE HA/G 
DAIRY
BOILED CUSTARD __
DAIRY BRAND
BUTTER barters Lb.
Lb. 39c
Lb. 43c
Lb. 49c
01 59c
Crt. 65
Sun Gold
POTATO 
13 - EGG
ANGEL FOOD
CHIPS CAKE
Reg. 59c 49c 39c
FOLGERS and CHASE and SANBORN
PRICES
IN THIS
AD GOOD THU
WED. NOV. 27th.
FRESH U am. WrANDARD NECK BONES
OYSTERS 89c
WE HAVE
DUCKS - GEESE
HENS
a CAPONS
 Lb. 19c
FAT BACK  Lb. 19c
PIG FEET -- Lb. 19c
WHITING FISH Lb. 15c
Coffee lb. CAN 69
ARGO CREAM 1 STYLE CORN 2 - 303 Cans 25c GREEN BEANS1 Lb. Can 12c
PORK STEAK Lb. 41
I SWIFTS 
LUNCHEON
PREM 312 oz. Can
RJOIWRIFRIFRVIEWRI11111141M9FTSMOMAPIWRIMMEI
PRICES IN THIS
AD GOOD
WED. NOV. 27th
COVE OIL SARDINES ___ Flat Can 10cOYSTERS IN, VW 4 oz. Can 39c
Crisco Shortening
59c1 PEANUT BUTTER 3 Lb. Jar $1.19
BLUE PLATE
CHERRIES 8 oz. Pkg. 75c
GLACED
PINEAPPLE 8 oz. Pkg. 75c
GLACED
MIX FRUIT 8 oz. Pkg. 49c
CRAB MEAT __ 1 1-2 oz. Can 69c
3 '07,11111•I•-• Co.Lb.79'
KING BIRD
PINK SALMON - 1 Lb. Can 59c
HEINZ
KETCHUP 14 oz. Rot. 25c
BRIGHT
STAR
25 LB
BAG
;•••.-
ROITEL
SLICE ,
BROWN
SERVE
MISS
DIXIE
STUFF
auEEN
DROMED A
PITTE1
SUN GOL
BISCUI
Pork
5
BI(
2 1-
CA]
ES Lb. 19c
Lb. 19c
-- Lb. 19c
 Lb. 15c
203 So. Broadway, So Fulton. We Reserve The Right To Limit
Store Hours 8 Till 9 P. M. 6 Days — 12 inu 6 P. M. Sundays
CHICKEN BREAST Lb. 69c
THIGHS _______, Lb. 59c
LEGS   ____ Lb. 49c
WINGS _ ______ Lb. 23c
BACKS & NECKS Lb. 19c
LIVER Lb. 89c GIZZARDS Lb. 49c
SLICED JOWL
Bacon 3 Lb. Pkg $1.
REELFOOT
Sausage Lb. Pkg 39c
LEAN MEATY FRESH
ISTEAK Lb. 4k SPARE RIBS 1 
IFTS LUNCHEON FRESH
.1). 39c I PORK ROAST Lb. 39c
KIPEIKAME114
1E14 3 12 oz. Cans $1. .00 I Cranberries Lb. Pkg. 29c1
,iFX9010101.1111S707101610701WIVIRMISFIOMINFRIFIVINCOMMUFRIMINO Ida1707014110FPOIONARIMMIROM
; IN THIS
GOOD
OV. 27th
:an 12c
an 10c
n 59c
25c
;
ROITEL
SLICE BEETS __ 16 oz. Can 10c
BROWN
SERVE ROLLS ____ 2 Pkg. 49c
MISS
DIXIE MILK __ 3 14 oz. Cans 39c
STUFF
QUEEN OLIVES 7 1-2 Jar 39c
DROMEDARY
PITtED DATES 8 oz. Pkg. 29c
SUN GOLD
BISCUITS - 6 Cans 49c
SWEET and JUICY
air71
DOZ.
SWEPT
NQ
TAMALES 4 1 Lb. Cans $1.00
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE W. Jar 49c
HUNTS SPICE
PEACHES ____ 2 1-2 Cans 29c
DEL MONTE
PUMPKIN __ 215 oz. Cans 29c
STRAWBERRIE
PRESERVES ___ 18 oz. Jar 49c
OLEO  - - Solids 17c
MORTONS PUMPKIN
PIES . . 39c PIES.
- . . • • • 7,
- "
PASCAL
CELERY Stalk 10C
U. S. NO. 1 RED
POTATOES 10LbBag 39c
WALNUTS
PECANS
Mortons Mincemeat
• • 39c
WEDNESDAY IS
Double Stamp Day
2 Lb. Bag age
NEW CROP 3 Lb. Bag $1.00
NEW CROP
SHELLED WALNUTS DIAMOND Lb. ag
FEcANt KEN KERNALI"' CELLO Lb. Pkg. $1.29
inazigEAT NONESUCH 9 oz. pkg. 33c
Argo All Greens
LIMA BEANS
6 k
303 if
Cans
ARGO WHOLE
BLUE LAKE
GREEN BEANS
16 oz.
Cans
KELLYS
CHILI
16 oz.
Cans
mesir------.•Fonummor
Tropic Crushed
PINEAPPLE
V.
16 oz. Cans
ARGO SLICED
PINEAPPLE
KEN KERNEL
PECANS
4 oz.
Tins
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Top row, left to right: Donna Renee, 2, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Yates; Ronald Flint, 3, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald M. Coff-
man; Kimberly Dawn, 7 weeks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hogg.
Bottom row, left to right: Deborah Marie Puckett, 11 1-2 months, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Puckett; Lana Jo, 2, daughber of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe C. Moss; Leann, 9 months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Angelo
Murchison.
Shop Classes Undertake Various
Projects To Round Out Education
"From the FHS Kennel"
The shop classes are quite busy
these days with the different pro-
jects going on. Each boy is trying
to do his best as some of these pro-
jects will probably go to Murray
to the Regional Exhibit.
In the advanced woodworking
class, which meets second hour,
James Chester Turner is making
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accu-
rately Repaired at Low Cost
by—
ANDREWS
fewelry Company
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've bees hoping loss for-
mula like this—with extra po-
tency to support a jossittve sense
of alert-
ness. It • 'dm important lipo-
tropes, as well se the more com-
plete vitamisonine.ral protect lo*
desirable for the mature adult.
GERIATRIC
capsules AD
CITY DRUG CO.
FULTON, KY.
a drop-leaf dining table. He is
using cherry wood for this table.
Jimmy Yates is constructing a
poster bed. Jimmy is also using
cherry wood. Marshall Burgess
decided to make a school master
desk of walnut.
The third hour freshman, or
general, shop class has just com-
pleted a six-weeks of working in
plastics. David Hazelwood and
Henry Armstrong are now work-
ing with sheet metal and are mak-
ing such objects as garden spades.
Loyd Bone is making a book-
case, and Lowell Grooms is mak-
in a poster bed as his project in
second-year shop. Both of these
boys are using walnut in their
work. David Worley and Robert
Thurman have taken time to help
Mr. Robertson with some work for
the Banana Festival.
Teddy Barclay and Gerald Brad-
ley, along with the other boys in
sixth hour drawing class, are en-
gaged at the moment in engineer-
ing drawing. As their talents de-
velop, they will delve more deeply
into the course.
Thee boys spend a good deal of
time on their projects and are
very conscientious about their
work. A large number of them
manage to stay on the honor roll
and still keep up with the shop
projects.
Nur Heart Association Says!
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
Call 124 Greenfield, Tenn. AD 5-2293
RUMAGO
FOR
RHEUMATISM - ARTHRITIS
Active Ingredients: Sodium Salicyl ate, Cimicifuga,
Cascara and Pepsin
ALCOHOL 15%
RUMAGO helps make rheumatism go. Directions: A
teaspoonful with a big glass of water, 4 times a day. Rub
aching muscles and joints with Red Hot Liniment, once
a day or as needed.
WARNING--Keep Out of Reach of Childreni
Sold by Your Local Dealer on a
Guarantee or From
OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG COMPANY
Union City, Tenn. by Mail Postpaid.
CONTENTS 4 OZS. PRICE 21.00
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.040c • • • for good health, and for the food that I
have each day. I am thankful for those near and dear to me that I can love,
and in turn love me. I am thankful for the freedom of my nation, and that
I can worship as I please. I am thankful that God loved me so much,
that he provided a way for my salvation. I am thankful that he is a
forgiving Father. I am thankful that I can attend Church and worship
my Lord each Sunday.
:
Gio
....0
.1....W"' 
.
 
•
.....40‘
 .
41. IIM ....
.111. OP.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and par-
ticipate in the Church because it tells the truth about man's life, death and destiny; the
truth whkh alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
©Coleman Adv. Set., P. 0. Box 20067, Dallas 20, Texas
This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial Association and Is
Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
TRAVELERS INN RESTAURANT
Dine with us alter church in pleasant surroundings
Mr. and Mn. C. A. Turner Highway 45E
JET LANES
110 - 4th St. Fulton, Ky.
Compliments of:
HENRY I. SIEGEL, INC.
AIRLENE GAS CO. of FULTON, INC.
Butane & Propane Gas Dealer, Fulton, Ky.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything the farmer needs
287 E. Fourth Fulton, Hy.
HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically
Hickman, Kentucky
JACKSON BROS. FUNERAL HOME
Members of Ky. Burial Association
Dukedom, Tennessee
WATER VALLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
Your Allis Chalmers & New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Kentucky
Complements of:
YOUR BEN FRANKLIN &
WESTERN AUTO ASSOC. STORE
Home owned and operated
FULTON BANK
"Complete Banking Servise"
Phone 2 Fulton, Ky.
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Fulton, Kentucky
ARCHIES LIVESTOCK BARN
Everyday buying, selling, trading Livestock—
Stocker cattle at all times
Union City Wvvay Phone 253
HICKORY LOG
Home Cooked Meals - Home Baked Pisa
Pit Barbeque - Dorothy Parton
CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Your prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky. Phones 70 & 428
PURE MILK CO.
At the store or at your door
Phone 813 Fulton, Ky.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Serving this area since 1897
Member FDIC & Federal Reserve System
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feee& Seed Min
FALL & FALL INSURANCE
"Ask your Neighbor about our service"
Fulton, Kentucky
DAB! CREAM SANDWICH SHOP
Home of good foods & Service
Billy Gilbert Fulton, Ky.
BARNEY'S DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
Sandwiches - shakes - Bar-B-Q
Martin H'sray
COLONEL C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker - Phone 61
309 Walnut St. Fulton, Ky.
JOY LYNN FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP
Flowers for All Occasions, Free Delivery in this
area - 388 Walnut.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe, Owners
OK - PARISIAN LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS
"Your Complete Cleaning Institution"
Phone 130 Fulton, Ky.
PARKWAY MANOR NURSING HOME
SW Ky's. Newest, most modern
nursing home - For reservations Call
490 or Write 309 N. Parkway Fulton
PARK TERRACE MOTEL,
RESTAURANT & GIFT SHOP
Recommend us to your friends
Dine with us after church
FULTON COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton Phone 447
KILLEBREW'S FLOWERS & GIFTS
We specialise in all types of floral designing. See
us for suggestions on weddings, funeral work and
Hosp. arrangements.
Gibson greeting cards Phones 53-108
MAC & FAY FLOWER SHOP
Flowers for all omissions inn Wire Serviee
Mr. and Mrs- J. R. MeNatt Phone 49
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A Reviewing Of Union City Progressive Business Firms
All Items In This Section Are Paid Advertising
FEREDAL LAND BANK
Harold Waggen er, Manager
Farm Loans, Five-to-Forty Years for Large and Small Farms. Competitive Privilegi
without Penalty, Credit Life Insurance A vailable, Also Part Time Farms Annual.
Semi-Annual and Monthly Payments.
Located 214 West Church Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5971.
This is the day the public de- from all over the surrounding
minds not only magnanimous ser- territory.
vice but the best in farm loans.
Thoroughly conversant with the
conditions and wide experience in
their particular line of endeavor,
they render a Service to the people
that is distinctly Satisfactory.
Prompt service and most reason7
able interest have long been the
guiding influence of their policies
and it has brought 'them trade
The management and assistants
are people of long practical ex-
perience in the business. They are
throughly conversant with every
detail and are considered an au-
thority in all that pertains to the
operation of a modern establish-
ment. They rate among the fore-
most people in the city and have
aided in the development of this
section.
This establishment is not only
a well equipped and expertly
managed concern, but it offers a
complete farm loan service and
renders a service that is necessary
to the community. We are glad to
give them mntione in th review
igve them mention in the review
of the better business firms of
Union City, Tennessee.
SMITH'S GROCERY & MARKET
Where the Housewife Shops for Choice Meats, Frozen Foods, Fresh Fruits, Veget-
ables, Canned Goods, Bakery Goods, Dairy Products, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Located 205 South Fifth Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9313.
The grocery and meat business
is one that holds the interest of
the people all the year around and
Smith Grocery and Market is
among the foremost firms in this
section. This progressive store is
located in Union City, Tenn.
In trading with this store you
are helping build a better com-
munity and further increasing the
buying power of the local people.
It is a well-known fact that
there is not an institution in Union
City that has met with greater
favor with the public than Smith's
Grocery and Market by reason
that they give service, satisfaction
and quality merchandise.
Their fancy grocery and choice
meat departments are very popular
with the new and old customers.
They carry complete lines of
fruits and vegetables and sell at
consistently low prices. Their
stocks are attractively displayed
and customers are given the op-
portunity to make their own Sel-
ection if they desire.
In the way of groceries this
fine store has just about become
headquarters as they havte com-
plete equipment for handling of
groceries and get all the stock
fresh.
Smith's Grocery and Market is
a friendly grocery and market,
where quality is the best, prices
are law and the service supreme.
We are indeed more than glad
to give them extended mention in
this business review.
OBION COUNTY FINANCE COMPANY, INC.
A Service Perfected by Years of Experience in the Loan and Finance Business.
Located in Back of David Crockett Hotel in Second Street Alley in Union City,
Tennessee. Telephone 885-2776.
But few men have known the
time in their lives when they do
not need a quick loan to meet an
emergency. These times seem to
come during the days when an in-
dividual is struggling financially.
Few situations are more embarras-
sing and more trying than when
one needs money and it is not
available. Perhaps you lived in a
strange community. The bank
didn't know you. The only re-
course is to go to some friend—
and few of them are accommo-
dating at that time.
It was to meet needs like this
arising every day in this and in
every community that this confi-
dential loan company was organi-
zed. They felt that reliable people
could be saved much embarrass-
ment and inconvenience by the es-
tablishment of such a loan service.
The result of this was the organi-
zation of Obion County Finance
Compny, Inc., in whom the people
can place every confidence.
It is a confidential, dignified
transaction. You need not humili-
ate yourself by going to a friend
and admitting that you are in need.
A loan service such as this one
is a real asset to any community.
Its success of course is due to the
high character and the financial
ability of the men and women
who direct its course of affairs.
UNITED MONUMENT WORKS
McCutchen's Monuments, Markers and M ausoleums. Buy Direct and Save. One of
West Tennessee Oldest and Largest.
Located 2 1-2 Miles South of the City on Highway 45 West in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 246-2121.
In selecting a family memorial
this firm can show you memorials
built on the basis of quality, em-
bodying both endurance and good
appearance and in both qualities
imperishable materials are used
in construction.
When one builds a house, busi-
ness structure, or any other build-
ing, they usually consult a com-
petent architect to draw up and
make their plans for such a struc-
ture so that it will be artistic and
in harmony with its surroundings
and location. The same care and
careful attention should be taken
in the selection of a monument or
memorial. This firm is considered
competent and very capable de-
signers of monuments and art
memorials and will be glad at all
times to offer expert advice, plans
. and suggestions along these lines
to all interested in high grade
work of this kind.
As designers this popular corn-
pony has achieved a well merited
reputation, the design being origi-
nal and artistic and they are ready
at all times to submit designs for
all classes of work in this line as
well as to faithfully execute to the
letter any special design submitted
to them.
This firm can meet all require-
ments from the head stone to the
most elaborate mem,orial.
KAY TOOL 81 DE, INC.
Die Makers, Tool Designers and Allied P roducts. Prices and Estimates upon Re-
quest.
Located on Reelfoot Avenue in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2312.
This section of the country, as
a whole, has an added business
advantage by having in its midst
such a well known concern whose
commercial policies and quality
have gained for them an ever-in-
creasing business that can be
noticed by the large daily ship-
ments leaving their progressive
establishment.
The prosperity of the city is
greatly increased by the extent
of their trade which extends for
miles around in this chosen field
of endeavor and brings new peo-
ple to the community.
Through the extended trade
channels of this active firm many
dollars are brought annually into
this section.
This well known establishment
started its business career upon a
solid foundation, knowing that
sucoess in this advancing business
could be fully gained by selling
good products upon a fair margin
of profits. Fair, honest business
methods at all times and individ-
ual service to very patron have
established for them a trade that
has extended in every direction.
They have always been consist-
ent boosters for all things adding
to the growth and prosperity of
the community at all times, know-
ing that a firm that did not pos-
sess solid businss methods withers
and dies.
UNION CITY TIRE COMPANY, INC.
Frigidaire and R. C. A. Whirlpool Refriger ators and Home Freezers. Zenith Radios,
Television Sets, B. F. Goodrich Tires for C ars, Trucks and Farm Tractors.
Located 214 South Second Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-0443.
No institution in Obion County
has met with greater public favor
than this one. By reason of the
fact that the management has had
wide experience in every feature
of the business and becauSe of
their knowledge of the state, this
establishment has continued to
witness an increase in the number
of patrons. Their services will be
found in demand by all who insist
on the best.
The management is composed of
well known public spirited busi-
ness people and we deem it fully
proper and most fitting that wle
give a commendable mention in
this review and predict that in the
future the business will continue
to expand in this section of the
state.
Each department of this well
known service is in charge of peo-
ple thoroughly conversant with
the business conditions while the
management is in charge of pleo-
ple who have had wide experience
in this business.
We wish to compliment this firm
and management upon the admir-
able mannar in which the business
of this vlaued institution is operat-
ed; upon its progressive and pub-
lic spirited policies. We wish to re-
fer Union City Tire Company,
Inc., to all of our readers as one
of the commercial and industrial
services of the state.
20 Students At
University From
Fulton County
Among the 9,200 students who
currently are attending classes on
the Lexington campus of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky are 20 from
Fulton County.
The University's total enroll-
ment for the fall semester is 12,112,
an all-time record. This includes
1,801 students in the five UK com-
munity colleges, and over 1,200 in
extension classes and the night
class program in Lexington.
The Fulton Countians now en-
rolled on the Lexington campus
are:
Thomas Earl Allen, Harriet
Elaine Bellew, Mary Lynn Bus-
hart, Nancy Lee Bushart, Robert
Duncan Bushart, James Scott
Campbell, Thomas Lawson Carney,
James H. Cheatham Jr., Charles
Anice Cooper, Martha Lee De-
myer, Carl Ulan Hurst, Philip
Wade Jeffress, James Kimbro
Kearby, Judith Kelly, Martha Ann
Powers, Frances 0. Speight, Paul
Edward Tipton, Kenny Lane
Wade, Gary Edward Williamson
and Thomas Lynn Williamson.
Time To Take
Di a hetes Test
Every man, woman, and child
in Kentucky was urged today by
Robert S. Tillett, M. D., Louis-
ville, chairman of the Kentucky
State Medical Association's Dia-
betes Committee, to take advant-
age of the free diabetes tests of-
fered by physicians, hospitals, and
laboratories during National Dia-
betes Week which begins Sunday.
The importance of early detec-
tion of diabetes was stressed by
Governor Bert T. Combs who has
proclaimed the period from No-
vember 17-23 as Diabetes Week in
Kentucky.
He emphasized the importance
of being tested for diabetes each
year, since early detection can
greatly simplify the problems of
control of the disease. "The un-
fortunate victims of the disease,
are those that are unaware they
have it," he said, "because when
caught early, very often th'e only
precautions needed to Insure a
a long life are control of weight
and diet."
Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan
OLIVER LIVESTOCK COMPANY
Buying and Selling of all Kinds of Livesto ck. Highest Market Prices Paid at 
All
Times.
Located on West Main Street in Union City, Tennessee.
No edition would be complete
without mention of the prominent
business operation of this most
progressive establishment and its
expensive operations in the way
of conducting a market for the
purchage of livestock.
They have been most fair and
honest in their negotations and
afford the farmers a valuable
market for their livestock.
It is very important that the
farmers should have a market
that is up to standard and this
section is fortunate in having such
an extensive dealer.
It takes men of integrity to
handle a large volume of business,
to be able to get the right selling
markets and be able to pay the
best price. These facts attract
trade to the section and makes it
a better place in which to live and
transact business.
Telephone 885-5531.
If we did not have an establish.
ment of this kind, much of tht
livestock would have to be ship.
pled to other cities and the sellei
would not receive a price that
compares favorably with the price
paid at this progressive concern.
We wish to compliment this
concern upon their commendable
policies and the valuable krvice
they are rendering the public.
YOUNG'S AMERICAN STATION
Jason Young, Owner
Amaco Petroleum Products, Open 24 Hours and Complete Road Service. Brake
Service, Motor Tune-ups, Mufflers Installed, Wheel Balancing, Atlas Tires, Batter-
ies, Shock Absorbers, Quality Stamps and They Honor American Courtesy Cards.
Located Corner Miles and Reelfoot Avenue on Highway 22 U. S. 45 and 51 in Union
City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2361.
Young's American Station is a
very popular stopping place for
local motorists from all over the
state as they offer a most conveni-
ent service.
They feature Amaco petroleum
products and these are recognized
as superior petroleum products
and will add longer life to the
motor of your car and give it
quicker starting and more pep.
They have pumps here which
one can conveniently pull up to,
and careful helpers on the job
and no matter what you want,
there is no delay here. They will
fill your tank with gasoline in a
minute and fill your radiator
with water, check your oil and
see that your car runs smoothly.
Prompt crankcase service is of-
fered if you need it.
They also offer an expert ser-
viCe of complete lubrication and
greasing, which is a marvel.
Their tire repairing equipment
is the best, most modern and
complete that money can buy. You
will get a good service turned out
by experienced men who will
conscientiously try to make you
more than satisfied.
In making this review, we are
glad to compliment Young's Amer-
ican Station and urge our read-
ers to stop there and learn first
hand the advantage of their good
services.
We are glad to give them due
mention in this business review
of Union City, Tennessee.
JOYNER TRANSFER SERVICE
Furniture Movers, Local and Long Distance Service. Safe, Clean and Careful Movers
at Moderate Prices.
Located 218 East Palmer in Union City, Tennessee.Telephone 885-1880.
They are very popular with the
people over this section of the
state as they offer a most modern
service. Their charges are very
reasonable and it has been esti-
mated that this line has saved
the people of this section of the
state many dollars in moving
charges.
This concern is meeting with
success as it solves the moving
problem and offers first class ac-
commodations. It is prepared bet-
ter than ever to carry furniture
of any kind which aids in the
promotion of ariculture and com-
merce in this territory.
When this modern service was
put in operation, traffic in this
section was greatly aided and with
ample facilities the line offers a
service that should be greatly
appreciated by the public.
Their service aids a great deal
in making this city a more metro-
politan place in which to live.
During the course of their career
in this area they have always
taken an active interest in its on-
ward progress, exhibiting at all
times a progressive spirit. It is
such public and such business ac-
tivities producing prosperity that
help turn the wheels of progress
in this section of the state.
They are responsible for bring-
ing and keeping here many dol-
lars each year and in this reviev;
we cannot fail to compliment them
upon their activities in the busi-
ness world and predict for them
a future frought with great prom-
ises.
POWELL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Residential Remodeling, Commercial and Industrial
Building Contractors. Plans and Free Estimates upon
Request.
Located 214 South Fifth Street in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-5915.
They specialize on quality con-
struction and are experts on com-
mercial and industrial building Of
all kinds. They have been called
on all over this section of the state
and many fine structures stand to
their credit.
They use the most modern
methods of construction and have
all equipment at hand for the ex-
peditious handling of the work.
They are in touch with the sour-
ces of materials and able to secure
direct shipments of all kinds of
materials just when needed so that
the work is not delayed in any
way. Their resources are large and
this enables them to get quick
action on delivery as all material
men like to do business with them.
No matter whether it is a com-
mercial or public building, they
are familiar with the methods of
construction that may be called
for by the plans and as a conseq-
nence all the work immediately
meets with the approval of the
architect and engineers.
Should the demand be made
they are able to give proper bond
and thus are in a position to un-
dertake the largest contracts.
In the various departments of
construction they have men who
understand the particular lines
and are experts. They have charge
of the various branches of the
work which assures the owner
that the building will be first class
and all the minor details as well.
F. M. MURPHY SALVAGE COMPANY
Jerry Robertson, Manager
They will Soon Have a Direct Wire Service to Over 20
Salvage Yards in this Section of the Country. Good
Used Auto Parts, Rebuilt Motors, Tires, Transmissions,
Supplies and Accessories. Burned and Wrecked Cars
Bought. Highest Market Prices Paid at all Times.
Located on the Fulton Highway in Union City, Tennes-
see. Telephone 885-9101.
Many garages, dealers and auto-
mobile firms throuhout this area
know the value of dealing with
F. M. Murphy Salvage Company
when it comes to reliable auto-
mobile parts yid accessories. By
reason of the fact that the man-
agement has had wide experience
in every feature of the business
and because of their comprehen-
sive knowledge of every branch of
the trade this concern continues
to witness an increase in t4ie num-
ber of patrons from all part :s of
the country. No matter what is
missing, just call at their place or
over the telephone giving your
number and description and you
will find they have It in stock or
can get it for you quickly.
Practically every item needed
by an automobile mechanic will
be found in stock here. An order
placed with them means no delay
to garage men or customers as
they pride themselves on their fa-
cilities for meeting every need
when it is needed.
The service of F. M. Murphy
Salvage Company is an accommo-
dation to garages, auto dealers
and service stations and has dem-
onstrated its right to leading posi-
tion held in the business and auto-
mobile world of this part of the
country. When in need of auto
parts call on them for service in
all departments.
BENNETT'S INC.
"Stores in Union City and Martin"
Suits, Top Coats, Sport Coats, Hats, Shoes, Ties, Socks,
Shirts, Belts, Underwear, Pajamas and Slacks in Style.
Quality and Price.
Located 122 South First Street in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-2851.
This clothing store has attain-
ed a reputation that extends for
many miles as being a modern
style headquarters for men, old
and young. It offers the public
complete and comprehensive ser-
vice both in the ultra fashionable
and the conservative styles in all
of its clothing, and is headquarters
for people from every walk of
life.
This well known firm has made
an extensive study of the styles
and clothing of the day and has
selected lines to handle that come
from some of the best firms in
the country and are of high quali-
ty, good tailoring and have that
spirit about them that gives the
wearer that cast of a gentleman.
They thoroughly understand the
art of fitting and all their gar-
ments hang easy and 'loose, yet
appear to be fitted, which assures
the wearer of comfort and style.
We are indeed fortunate to have
in our vicinity a store with the
character of this one and desire to
congratulate the management as
men who are adding much to the
life of the period as they are giv-
ing excellent service with their
sales and merit the success and
large patronage which have crown-
ed their well directed efforts.
McADOO CONTRACTORS, INC.
Ready Mixed Concrete and Concrete Building Blocks.
Commercial and Industrial Builders. Complete Lines of
Building Materials, Prices and Estimates upon Request.
Located 125 East Main Street in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-5211 and in Fulton, Kentucky
Telephone 96.
They are equipped with all
modern and improved devices for
inexpensive production of highest
grade work. Get in touch with
this firm.
The name stands for efficiency
and dependability. The manage-
ment and their employees are
progressive and a great deal of
credit is due them for improve-
ments and developments in this
community.
They are familiar with all lines
of the construction field. Their
work is guaranteed and always
carried out according to specifica-
tions. They have well earned a
reputation as experts.
They are business men who are
willing to do business on a rea-
sonable margin of profit. Taxpay-
ers of this community are greatly
in favor of having all contracts for
construction let to this firm. They
know the work will not only be
done right but at a reasonable
price.
The men who originated this
enterprise obtained a very liber-
al education in the school of ex-
perience and supplemented with
this keen insight into the build-
ing business and with this desir-
able foundation they equipped
themselves to render a service
unexcelled.
In this business review this
writer wishes to compliment the
management upon their commen-
dable business methods and refer
them to all our readers for all
kinds of construction work.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Meads
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Cherry 'the past week, a fine
young lad, their first born. Con-
gratulations are in order for those
young people.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter left
Wednesday for Akron, Ohio for
several days visit with children,
Mr. and Mrs. David I-assiter and
daughter, Jacqueline. While there
they expect to get in some pheas-
ant hunting.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Warren are
happy parents over the arrival of
a young miss at the Hillview Hos-
pital the past week. Both mother
and babe are doing nicely.
Lee Peery is a patient in the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis, hav-
ing undergone major surgery.
News from his bedside Sunday
night is that he is not doing so
well. Every good wish is extended
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.
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TRANSFER &
STORAGE, INC.
Open Al 6:45 PM
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• CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
Harvesting is almost completed
in this community and the rain is
most welcome. Tobacco stripping
is the next project. A grader from
the State department is expected
in the community to assist in the
that he will quickly respond to
treatment. His daughter, Mrs. J. T.
Puckett and husband and his
granddaughter, Paula Laws, are
at his bedside in the Baptist Hos-
pital in Memphis, also Mrs. Velva
Hawks, Sr. is there witt them.
Over at the Grant Bynum home,
he and daughter Margaret had as
Sunday dinner guests Mr. _ and
Mrs. Sam Mathis and daughters,
Sammie Jane, Liz and Becky
Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
and children, Gloria Ann and
Hal.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
appointment at New Salem Bap-
tist Church the past Sunday at 11
o'clock service and the evening
worship, which precedes the meet-
ing of the Baptist Training Union.
A good attendance was had and
the new pastor comes to serve full
time. The public is cordially in-
vited.
Forrest Darnell has returned
home to Dukedom after several
Weeks in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis and is now convalescing.
His many friends will be glad to
hear that he is now at home.
Mrs. Dave Mathis isn't quite so
well and is indisposed at this
writing. We hope she will soon be
feeling much better.
Mrs. Lawrence McClain is still
doing nicely after having had eye
surgery in Jackson, Tenn. some
time ago. She is convalescent at
her home in this district, making
her required visits back to Jack-
son to consult with her eye special-
ist.
BEAUTIF
YOUR PROPERTY
WITH
"11.0gEli
it=
SERVICE
Outdoor lighting can
give your property an
Inexpensive face lift-
ing, worth many times
Its cost. Plan now to
make your property
more attractive with
a "Light Watchman".
Costs as q ` ‘rin per
little as 4-"
This low price Includes every..
thing — light, wires, one pole,
switches, automatic controls and
maintenance. It also Includes
the cost of &Utility to operate
the light.
HICKMAN Airz;„
FULTON COUNTYS
Rural Electric Coop.
SEE THE FFA CLUB AT
FULTON CO HIGH SCHOOL
MISS LaDon FIELDS (above) has just received her Beauty Operator's
license, having passed the Kentucky State examination last week in
Louisville. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fields, Wingo
Route 1, and is employed as a beautician at the Arcade Beauty shop
on Lake Street. She invites all of her friends to come and see her
grading of tobacco this week.
Sympathy is extended to the
Williams family due to the death
of Russell Williams at the Obion
County Hospital last Friday, a few
hours following a stroke. Burial
was at Sandy Branch after the
funeral service in Fulton. He is
survived by his wife and three
brothers, Ellis of Cayce, Robert of
Fulton and Daniel of Martin.
Mrs. Ralph McKnight of Shef-
field, Ala. visited her sisters, Mrs.
D. J. Jones and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan last week. Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs went home with her for a
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
have returned after spending the
past several months in Illinois and
Ohio, where thay had horses in
the races.
A pleasant and profitable day
was spent in the home of Mrs.
Riley Alexander by several mem-
bers of the Chestnut Glade Club
and Several visitors last Tuesday,
when they made articles from plas-
tic bottles
Mrs. V. C. Simpson and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan attended the
4111111111111W
FOR SALE
On Forrestdale in South
Fulton, two bedroom and large
family room. FHA loan with
about $600. down and monthly
payments of $59.00. This is a
good buy in a nice home.
In Highlands, practically new
3 bedroom brick home - bath
and half dining area or family
room. Lots of cabinets. This is
really a good home priced at
$12.500.
On Smith Street - small 2
bedroom home - $800. cash and
payments of $38.00 per month.
This set up is way out front,
if you are renting now.
Small Farm - 10 acres with
good small house just off sur-
faced road. South Fulton School
route. Priced at $5000. Let us
show you this country home.
CANNON AGENCY
129 Broadway
PHONE 55
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
.1=111111111111111r
SPIA/Licine...egingel
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86 PROOF
KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Taste what extra age can do—
taste
that flavor
through
and through!
KENTUCKY TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY GLEN1AORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOUISVILLE - OWENSBORO,KENTUCKY .1-YEAR-OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF, ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLED-IN-BOND.
• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Maurer
The weather here is very nice
for this time of the year.
Our sick list is as follows: Ralph
Kirby is still at home, has good
and bad days. Mrs. Lona Votenz,
5651 Romeyn, Detroit, recently
retired and now on sick list, would
like to hear from her friends. Mrs.
Rose McGlasson is in Elliott Gen-
eral Hospital, 13015 West Chicago
Blvd. with pneumonia, needs
cheering up. Ann Argolas, 7315
Pilgram, is at home under doc-
tor's care. Zeddie Walker, 2751
Rochester, is at home with bad
cold. Nora Waggoner, 20942 Haw-
thorne, Harper Woods, coming
along nicely since her recent acci-
dent on the expressway; says
thanks for cards.
They are working on the
mausoleum at the cemetery again
and hope to have it finished by
next sunur. er.
The work on the Saratoga Hos-
pital is progressing very fast now.
Well, the month of Novembier
has two good events for me. My
birthday is on the 22nd, but when
you are retired you don't say how
old you are. Would like cards from
you who read the news, no matter
where you live, and your corn-
• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilkins,
Mrs. Clif Wade and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lowery were last Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Da-
mon Vick.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
spent last weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. A. Sloan and family
in Covington, Tenn.
Mrs. Edna Alexander spent
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson spent
one day last week in Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Andy spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Lane Wade in
Lexington, Tenn.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Campbell
of Akron, Ohio are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and Mrs. Edna Alex-
ander. "
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Oliver of
Louisville spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan. Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Farmer of Prince-
ton, Ky. were also their Sunday
guests.
The members of the Cayce
Methodist Church were sorry for
Rev, and Mrs Orr to leave for his
new work at the Newburn, Tenn.
church, but were glad to welcome
their new pastor, Rev. Clark, Mrs.
Clark and their four sons.
hat
-making workshop in Dresden
last Saturday. Mrs. Boothe, from
Jackson, was the very capable in-
structor, assisted by Mrs. House
and Mrs. Simpson. It was most
amazing to see the unusual and
beautiful hats that were made.
Get-well wishes to Mrs. Jim
Brundigie, a patient in the Jones
Hospital, and Mrs. Orvin Morri-
son, in the Fulton Hospital.
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Myrtle
Temple in Fulton Thursday, No-
vember 21. Visitors are welcome.
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
308 Main Phone 307
ments on same. Thanks in ad-
vance. Then the 28th is our wed-
ding anniversary. I am asked why
that day, so I tell them I liked the
cook and her cooking, so I married
her.
We have outside lighting install-
ed at church now; sure miakes a
lot of difference at night when
you drive in the parking lot.
CLASSIFIED ADS
HOUSE FOR RENT, $30 per
month; 2 bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, dinette, and bath. Near
store, post Office, and school bus.
Fletcher Williams, Crutchfield,
Kentucky-Telephone 1708W.
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE, 25%
off. The Leader Store, Lake
Street, Fulton.
WANTED — Man or Woman on
part time basis to serve customers
in Fulton. Many deeding Raw-
leigh Products. Splendid oppor-
tunity with permanent income.
Write Rawleigh Dept. KYK-1071-
126 Freeport, Ill.
FOR SALE: Registered Chihua-
la puppies, reasonable. Phone
1116J3, Fulton.
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Indi-
ana.
FULL SIZE automatic electric
blankets ;10.88 this week only at
Fulton Hardware & Furniture
Corhparry, Lake Street.
WOULD YOU like to turn your
'are time into cash? Opportunityir man or woman to supply de-
mand for well known Rawleigh
Products in Fulton. Full details
without obligation. Write Rawleigh
Dept. KCK-1071-323, Freeport, Ill.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
-hine and elect: ic floor polisher
and electric 1. ,er 
. Ex-
change Furniture C
WALL PAPER—From 19c to 69c
Per roll. Lowest prices, finestquality, 500 patterrus in stock. Wehaul in our own trucks directfrom mill and pass on to you our
Mayfield Paint & Wallp
217 West Broadway
May ld, Ky.
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
SEPTIC T • :IS CLKANED —
Prices reasonat le. For free in-
spection phone 285-7082 D:ers-
burg, Tennessee.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FITRN. CO.
Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
TV ANTE: ..AS: We
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
Dewey Johnson
An types al Impuraase
GAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
'Covering everything' 
422 Lake St.
Ihilton, Ky. Phone 4011
AMMO
it9 4 maims
Corner 4 & Ky. Aves; Across from Puckett Service Station
fiTJEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1100 May we serve you?
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
"IT'S CHEAPER— BUY THE CASE"
. • 41..
Eti
11....r •
.4.17.M
HEAVEN HILL
•
•
•
01963 • HHO. Inc.
THE Ger& TOUCH
Try HEAVLN HILL. . . so
light and delicate to your taste.
and still only $455 PER FIFTH
6 years old • 90 proof
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
MMUS All HMIS IT NEATEN PILL IITTILLETIES. MC • IATISTOVII. BEMS OHM. IT.
• •
UNION CITY WELDING & TANK SHOP
Al Trogdon, Owner
Ornamental Iron Work of all Kinds, Lawn Furniture,
Columns, Rails and Stairways. Steel Truck Beds, Fab-
ricators, Tanks, Electric, Acetylene and Portable Weld-
ing Service.
Located Third Street at Main in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-5571.
Union City Welding and Tank
Shop has a reputation for success-
ful operations performed and will
gladly estimate any job—large or
small—any place. Take your weld-
ing repairing and rebuilding work
to this shop and it will be repair-
ed at moderate, payable prices.
Efficient repair service is essen-
tial to any community, both as a
money and time saver. Often
many dollars can be saved by hav-
ing something welded instead of
having a new one made and equip-
ment which would be tied up wait-
ing for new parts, can in a very
short time, be in operation again.
Don't throw away your broken
machinery until you have asked
this firm if they. can successfully
weld it. If so, you can rest assured
they can do so, their experience
has taught them what can or
cannot be economically welded.
Don't assume for yourself that
broken machinery and trucks can-
not be repaired. Ask them first,
the saving may be great in propor-
tion to the cost.
Union City Welding and Tank
Shop is favorably known through-
out this area as being progressive
and efficient, among the prominent
business men of the community,
having been ever ready to lend a
helping hand to all movements for
public improvements.
WAYNE SPEED LIME COMPANY
Limestone and Lime for your Every Need. Prices and Estimates upon Request.
Located on West Main Street in Union Cit y, Tennessee. Telephone 885-0551.
They invite you to visit them
for your every need in these lines.
All of the above mentioned lines
are carried on at this establish-
ment in a skillful and artistic man-
ner by Mr. Speed, who is well
known throughout this part of the
state for his courteous and effici-
ent service to all.
Mr. Speed is very appreciative
of out of town business and people
from the neighboring community
of Fulton have often times pur-
chased their lime and limestone
from them in Union City, Tenn.
You need but briefly outline
what you desire, and you can rest
ssured tht it will be the highest
quality the market affords at
moderate prices.
Through their straight forward
dealings with the public,
the management has made
many friends for the firm and
they have always taken an active
interest in their comm,.-,- ty, real-
izing that a concern that is not
progressive will wither and die.
We are pleased to compliment
them upon the satisfactory serv-
ice rendered and suggest to all our
readers to see them for their
every needs in lime and limestone
at moderate prices.
WARD'S MUSIC SHOP
Carrier Air Conditioning, Organs and Band Instruments. Phonograph Records-allSpeeds, Motorola HI-Fl Sound Equipment, Motorola Color Television Sets Sold andServiced.
Located on Washington Avenue in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9404.
The management and assistants
are men of long pnd practical ex-
perience in this business. They are
thoroughly conversant with every
detail and are considered authori-
ties in all that pertains to the
operations of a modern establish-
ment. They rate among this fore-
most men of the city and have aid-
ed in the development of this sec-
tion.
This establishment is not only a
well equipped and expertly man-
aged concern, but it is also a corn-
mercial organization and renders a
service that is necessary to the on-
ward progress of the community.
It may be of interest to know
that the idea of this enterprise
originated in the resourceful
minds of energetic businessmen.
With a restless ambition and broad
vision of the country they turned
their training and creative minds
to the selling of good organs, band
instruments, records and Motorola
television sets.
To maintain it, means the con-
tinuous encouragement of all in
the community, the assured ex-
pansion of this section of the coun-
try and the onward progress of
industrial, commercial and social
development.
We cannot fail to compliment
Ward's Music Shop on the man-
lier in which they conduct their
business and say that it has been
a deciding factor in the business
life of the community it serves.
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A Reviewing Of Union City Progressive Business Firms
AU Item In This Section Are Paid Advertising
WEST TENNESSEE NIX-A-MITE SYSTEMS, INC.
"Licensed in Tennessee Only"
Complete Termite and Pest Control Service to Obion County. A Permanent Tublar
System Retreated Annually at Moderate Prices.
Located 125 East Main Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5211.
There are no more public spirit-
ed citizens in the community than
the manager and we direct your
attention to this business institu-
tion of the community as one
which has added to this part of
the state.
This well-known service is de-
serving of more than passing
notice in this business review of
the onward progress of the com-
munity as they are perhaps the
best equipped in this section of the
state, this service being standard
and so i• ngnized by the trade for
many miles in this section of the
country.
Their services are popular be-
cauSe their services are most
complete and they realize the
popular demands for the service
they render. And in their dealings
with the public a spirit of fair
treatment and accommodation is
so evident that it has become a
hard and fast rule that once a cus-
tomer, always a customer.
West Tennessee Nix-A-Mite
Systems, Inc., is located conveni-
ently for the people of the sur-
rounding territory and on a visit
you find everything no less than
made to order and to please you
will be the dominating purpose of
this large organization which is
recognized for miles around as
termite and pest control head-
quarters.
BECK & RIPPY COMPANY
Ford Tractors, Dearborn Farm Machinery, Combines, Corn Pickers, Snappers.
Plows, Disc Harrows and Pond Scoops Wood Saws Sold, Serviced and Rebuilt.
Located on Reelfoot Avenue in Union City Tennessee. Telephone 885-2401.
This is one of the most widely
known firms in the community.
For Years they have provided
machinery and equipment to the
farmers in this section. They
handle only the best of farm ma-
chinery, namely Ford farm ma-
chinery and are well known far
and wide for their courtesy of
treatment and fairness of dealings.
Their stock of implements and
machinery is composed of nation-
ally known products, the best to
be had in this line in the world,
Ford tractors and farm equipment.
They have many years of experi-
ence back of them and are in a
position to advise you in the se-
lection of implements most ad-
vantageous to your needs. They
will gladly go into detail of the
machinery and demonstrate them
to you if you so desire.
This establishment has made a
host of friends as well as patrons
throughout the country and have
always been courteous and ready
and willing to give the best of ser-
vice with the conditions of the
market and good business.
In this business review we wish
to compliment this progressive
firm upon their honest and effec-
tive business methods and we re-
fer all our readers to them.
DUNN PROVISION COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers in Choice Beef, Pork, V eal, Ground Beef and Old Log Cabin Sau-
sage at Moderate Prices.
Located on East Main Street in Union City. Tenn. Telephone 885-3541 or 885-0235.
Many dollars are brought into
this section each year through the
trade channels, presided over by
this well-known popular whole-
sale meat dealer.
The fact that their trade extends
over the adjoining counties brings
new faces, new business and adds
prosperity to the section of the
state in which they are located.
Their services will be found in
demand by all who insist on the
best.
The story of the success of this
firm is one that many business
people would find profitable.
The firm began its career with
the belief that success could be ob-
tained by furnishing good service
upon a reasonable margin of pro-
fit. Scientific selling must be born
of scientific knowledge. With this
method in mind and reduced ex-
penses on account of their loca-
tion, they proceeded upon their
career with a solid foundation of
good value and reasonable prices.
So extensive has become their
trade that their service is well-
known in this section of the state.
Each department of this well
known service is in charge of a
person who is thoroughly conver-
sant with the wholesale meat trade
of the country.
HOSPITAL FLOWERS & GIFTS
Mrs. Leon Brown, Owner
The Ultimate in Quality Design and Servi ce. Funeral Designing, Wedding, Birth-
days, Corsages, Cut Flowers, Floral Decor ating, Potted Plants and Gifts of Lasting
Quality. They Wire Flowers Anywhere And Anytime.
Located 1200 Bishop in Union City, Tenne ssee. Telephone 885-2114 or 885-2704.
This is Union City's most popu-
lar florist, offering at all times
prices and quality that defy com-
petition in the floral line. This lo-
cal firm makes a business of sup-
plying the people with the choicest
flowers, both in season and out.
In this establishment care and
attention are given every order
which they receive. They handle
only the choicest and the best
varieties that are always fresh and
in first class condition.
Floral designs are a specialty
with this firm. All you need to do
is to telephone how much you care
to spend on a design and they will
proceed with the skill of an archi-
tect to make up a floral creation
that will command the attention
and win the admiration of every-
one.
For centuries, flowers have been
symbolic of the more delicate
phase of human nature and the
recent development of the flower
as a token of esteen and remem-
brance has placed it in the front
rank for all social, mourning and
joyful occasions.
As a designer of floral emblems,
for funeral or social occasions, this
establishment has obtained well-
merited fame as being artists of
more than ordinary ability.
Their heart and soul beat in
unison with the work and as a
consequence their designs are dis-
tinguished for their appropriate
appearance.
ROAD BUILDERS EQUIP T COMPANY
International Harvester Construction Equipment, Hough Payloaders, Galion Road
Graders, Link Belt Drag Lines, Miller Tilt Top Trailers and Equipment.
Located 1200 East Main Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5843.
This is a modern Twentieth
Century business under the able
direction of men who ha* always
had at heart the best interests of
the community in which their
valued enterprises are located and
one of the firms that keep the
wheels of progress turning in the
right direction, for not only is it
one of the leading concerns engag-
ed in its special field of endeavor
in this Section, but its services
have gained wide reputation for
general excellence and are con-
sidered a standard among the
trade country over.
We wish to state the manage-
ment and assistants have taken
a commendable interest in all pro-
positions that further public im-
provements and that they have
been willing and anxious to aid
in the expansion and growth of
the community at all times.
Therefore it merits the populari-
ty and liberal support received.
We fully recommend Road
Builders Equipment Company as a
place most advantageous for
prompt, reliable Service, and are
most glad to refer our readers to
them in this business review and
wish them many more successful
Seasons in our midst.
We are more than pleased to
give them extended mention in
our review of this section of the
country.
MARY GUY DOLL & HOSPITAL CLINIC
Mary Guy Crutch field, R. N.
Complete and Varied Doll Wardrobes. Doll Parts and all Kinds Made Like New.
Antique Dolls Renewed, Repairing and Gifts of Lasting Beauty.
Inexpensive but not too Expensive and at Prices you can afford to Pay.
Located 611 East Exchange in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-0975.
Union City now can boast of a
leading doll and hospital clinic ser-
vice which is helping in no small
part in the commercial and in-
dustrial progress of the communi-
ty and the surrounding territory.
The personnel of the Mary Guy
Doll and Hospital Clinic, consists
of employees of high standard
It is under able direction and
enjoys an ever-increasing patron-
age throughout this section.
Service is a much overworked
and misused selling expression, but
it is fundamentally true that the
seller must survive. By coopera-
tion with their customers, by fore-
thought in planning to meet their
needs, in the employment of the
most modern facilities, this estab-
lishment is striving earnestly to
give realization to a new and bet-
ter service.
Quality is one of the guiding in-
fluences of this firm. The people
have learned this anS rely upon
them for superior quality in every-
thing they provide.
There are no more public spirit-
ed citizens in the community than
the management of this reliable
firm.
This establishment is not only
a well equipped and expertly
managed concern, but it is also a
commercial and industrial organi-
zation and renders a service that
is necessary to the onward pro-
gress of the community.
JOE C. POWELL LINE & FERTILIZER CO.
Dry Mix Plant, Lime, Fertilizer Spreader Trucks.
Spreader Trailers and Applicators. Custom Blending,
Anhydrous Ammonia and Liquid Gro-Green, Custom
Applications and Do It Your Self Service.
Located on West College in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-0311 or Call 322 for Direct Service.
This firm is one of the most re-
liable firms in this section of the
country, rendering a Service that
is aiding in the growth and de-
velopment of this section of the
country.
The people of Fulton and ad-
joining territory are extended a
cordial welcome to visit or call the
office of Joe C. Powell Lime and
Fertilizer Company and get the
facts of this fast-growing business.
By so doing you will in no way
obligate yourself.
There is no concern more worthy
of extended mention than this
one. It is under the direction of
people thoroughly conversant with
every feature of the business and
therefore it is not strange that it
has become one of Union City's
important commercial assets.
This well known establishment
started its business career upon a
solid foundation, knowing that suc-
cess in this advancing field could
be gained by fair, honest business
methods at all times. Individual
service to every patron has estab-
lished for them a trade that has
extended in every direction.
We wish to call the attention
of the readers of this business re-
view to the excellent service and
reasonable prices of this firm and
congratulate them upon the posi-
tion they hold in the business
world.
COLLINS MEAT COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Quality Meats, Beef,
Pork and Sausage, Custom Killing, Cutting, Packaging
and Wrapping for Home Freezers.
Located on Old Lake Road in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-0976.
No review of business, whole-
sale and retail meat interest of
this section of the state would be
complete without prominent men-
tion of this well-known firm that
adds in no little measure to the
progress and prosperity of this
section.
It is a well known fact that there
is no institution in the community
that has Met with greater favor
with the public than this establish-
ment. By reason of the fact that
the management has had wide ex-
perience in every feature of this
business and because of their com-
prehensive knowledge of every
branch of the trade this establish-
ment has continued to witness and
increase in the number of their
patrons.
Their service will be found in
demand by all who insist on the
best. They deal on a large scale
and their activity is conducted to
the progress and expansion of the
community in no small degree.
It is important in the return to
normalcy that we have conscieni-
ous firms like this foremost ser-
vide, who aid the people in this
section of the state.
There are no more public spirit-
ed citizens in this community than
the management of this concern
and we direct your attention to
this institution as ore which has
added to the development and
progress of this part of the state.
HOLLINGsWORTH GARAGE
Eddie Hollingsworth, Owner
Complete Automobile and Truck Repairing and Re-
building Service. Electric and Acetylene Welding. Auto
Parts and Accessories at Reasonable Prices.
Located on East College Street in Kenton, Tennessee.
Telephone 749-5311.
They operate a complete repair
service to auto owners and the
fact that they render this up-to-
date and reliable service makes
their establishment the repair
shop of Good Service in this sec-
tion.
One of the centers of activity
that is visited by autoists of this
part of the country is this very
popular shop which by reason of
its accommodating policy has wide
popularity.
When Hollingsworth Garage
started in business they determin-
ed to furnish service to every
automobile owner and there is
no question but what they have
succeeded.
In their repair department they
have in charge able and efficient
workmen who are backed by vast
facilities which enable them to re-
build, replace, or repair an auto-
mobile no matter what the trouble
may be, in a most satisfactory
manner.
It can be readily seen that Hol-
lingsworth Garage is a very im-
portant firm and adds materially
to the advantage of every owner
of an automobile. The fact that
visitors and local patrons can get
real service at this up-to-date in-
stitution instills in the minds of
the autoist confidence in the fact
that his troubles can be taken care
of in a "most workmanlike man-
ner."
REELFOOT PACKING COMPANY
Highest Prices Paid for Number One Hogs and Live-
stock. 25 Million Spent Each Year for Hogs and Live-
stock. Packers, Shippers and Distributors of Reelfoot
Hams, Bacon and Honey Gold Sausage. Demand Reel-
foot Products at your Favorite Store. U. S. Government
Inspected.
Located on South Fifth Street in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-2131.
This is one of the institutions
of Union City which is doing its
part in furthering progress and ex-
pansion in Obion County and is
well deserving of more than pass-
ing comment in this review in
the progress and expansion aid-
ing the era of prosperity we are
experiencing and bringing fame
and advertising to this section
through the general excellence of
its services.
The general purpose of this edi-
tion is to give both the local and
outside world an adequate idea of
our progress and the general ex-
cellence of our various services.
We deem it quite appropriate to
devote this space to this well-
know firm. The people who origi-
nated this enterprisle obtained a
liberal education in the school of
experience and supplemented this
with keen insight into the markets
and with this desirable founda-
tion they equipped the firm to
render a service unexcelled.
The able management of this
concern has constantly adhered
to a "square deal to all" policy of
giving the maximum quality and
quantity of products with safe and
sound business principles.
Through their straight
-forward
dealings with the public the man-
agement has made friends for the
firm and they have taken an ac-
tive interest in their fellowman,
realizing that a concern which is
not progressive will wither and die
because of its environment.
Editorial Reviews by William E. Slow
HOME LUMBER COMPANY
Dealers in Quality Lumber, Sash, Doors, Clay Products
Brick, Weather Strips, Insulation Materials, Millwork
Sand, Gravel, Cement, Paints and Roofing.
Located on East Harrison Street in Union City, Tonnes
see. Telephone 885-3303.
They have built up an enviable
reputation in the business circles
of this section due to desire and
ability to offer at all times prices
and quality that defy competition
in this line.
The life of any structure is in
a very large measure determined
by the kind of material used in its
construction and to know that
your building will stand the test of
years you can do no better than
consult these lumber and building
material men who have made a
deep study of every phase of the
lumber and building material
business.
At the office of this company
the customer encounters the most
courteous treatment whether sel'
ing to contractor, builders or
complete structure, and this is on
factor that has been responsibl
for its popularity in this and ad
joining counties.
We shall not attempt to deta
their stock but suffice it to sa
their stock compares favorabl
with any in the large rnetropolita
centers. This concern is progressiy
up-to-date, and straight forwar
in its dealings and is always foun
willing to aid in any forward
looking movement and to bette
homes and buildings.
We are glad to give them thi
mention in this business review c
Union City and vicinity.
UNION CITY BILTMORE RESTAURANTS
Smorgasbord on Sundays, Chinese Foods Served or
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Organ Mush
Tuesday Thru Sunday. Air Conditioned for your comfort
Located in the Biltmore Motel in Union City, Tennessee
Telephone 885-3091.
Here you will find well cooked,
wholesome and deliciously ap-
petizing food. The service is equal-
ly satisfactory. Whether your
order be large or small you will
be made to feel that your patron-
age is desired.
An attractively furnished restau-
rant, Union City Biltmore Restau-
rant continues to grow in popu-
larity, especially with people of
this locality who shop in Union
City daily.
Union City Biltmore Restaurant
is recognized as a social center
for the traveling and local publi
in general because of the fine food
and excellent service. The mar
agement of Union City Biltmor
Restaurant will not buy or accer
anything inferior in the line c
choice steaks, chicken and se
foods.
Union City Biltmore Ftestauran
has gained a name that has spree
far and wide as a place where th
traveling and local public can mor
than satisfy their demands, i
the matter of obtaining good foo(
MIDWAY SALVAGE COMPANY
Merlin Lyell and Montelle Lye1L Owners
New and Good Used Automobile and Truck Parts. The3
are Equipped to Install what they sell. They Buy Lat(
Model Burned and Wrecked Cars.
Located on the Martin Highway in Union City, Tennes
see. Telephone 885-9873.
They have a large stock of auto
parts, at bargain prices.
From the beginning this dealer
realized that a satisfied customer
is the best influence for more
business and determined to build
a reputation that would be the
envy of the wrecking business.
That they have succeeded is evi-
denced by .the large amount of
patronage they enjoy and the ter-
ritory their activities cover.
They pay the highest prices for
burned and wrecked cars. This
means that they pay every dollar
that could be gotten elsewhere.
The matter of price has also re-
ceived attention here for it has be-
come a well established fact fin
not only in Union City, but in th
surrounding country that a
quotations of Midway Salvag
Company are always as low as
consistent with sound busines
They permit no one to offer higl
er quality, and this happy comb
nation has resulted in a large ar
ever increasing patronage.
Midway Salvage Company wit
the associates of the concern, hay
always been I:rosters for the con
munity and it.'*quite proper tin
we in this review should compl
ment them upon the position tin
hold in the business life of this se'
tion.
TAYLOR AERO SERVICE
Flight Instructions, Aircraft Rentals, Spraying, Cro•
Dusting, F. A. A. Approved Operations, Aircraft Maio
Repairing and Overhauling Service.
Located at Everett-Stewart Airfield in Union City
Tennessee. Telephone 885-5601.
When in need of this service,
call on this firm and you will be
more than glad to do business with
them. This popular institution,
founded many -years ago, has
grown with hirdly a pause in its
rapid development. That much
discusSed word--LService, finds a
true expression in the friendly
atmosphere that envelops every
customer because service is inter-
preted in so many ways that it
may well be said to be the sign
manual of the institution. It has
maintained an air of calm, friendly
dignity which can be associated
only with institutions of stand-
ing and pure position. We wish
take this opportunity to_ congratt
late the management of this fin
upon the policy of fair cleanse
which was inaugurated with 0
opening of this firm to the publ
and has never varied or departt
in any way during the time it h.
had business dealings with peopl
We call attention to all the a(
vantages of having a metropoliti
Service at their very door, whi(
has maintained inviolate service
the public.
We are more than glad to giN
them extended mention in th
business review.
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HIGHLAND AUTO PARTS COMPANY
W. D. PASSMORE, Owner and "CHARLES SHORTY
SHIELDS, Manager.
Complete Lines of Good Used Auto Parts, Accessorie,
Auto Painting, Body Work, Fender Repairing and
Wrecks Rebuilt.
"Prices and Estimates upon Request."
Martin Highway Union City, Tennessee
Telephone 885-2822
Ilk 16 kkkkkkkkkkkkkk 11.
Mrs. Stephens Honored At
Surprise Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Jeanette Stephens was
honored at her home in Water
Valley with a surprise birthday
dinner on Sunday, November 17.
Those attending were: Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Barber, Mr. and
Clifford Stephens, Mr. and
Arnold Stephens, Mr. and
Ervin Stephens, Mr. and
Horace Stephens, Mr. and
Murrel Stephens, Mr. and
Bobby Stephens, Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Harry Duke, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Byrn, Mr .and Mrs. Frank James;
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Morgan, Mrs.
Clarence Stephens, Miss Joyce
Ann Stephens, Charles Stephens,
Tony Stephens, Michael Stephens,
Patty Stephens, Howard James,
Benita James, Dennie Leath, Jet-
ty Mae Byrn, Brenda Stephens,
Mrs. David Tucker, Stevie Tuck-
er, Ewing Wilson, Eddie Stephens,
Miss Joyce Wade, J. C. Stephens,
Mrs. Lee Stephens and the guest
of honor.
Ann Matheny, Louis William
Sensing, Jr. Engagement Annouced
Announcement has been made
by Mrs. Maxine Matheny and
James Matheny of Fulton of the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter. Gloria
Ann, to Louis William Sensing,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
William Sensing, Sr.. of South
Fulton. The wedding is being
planned for December. No invita-
tions will be sent, but family and
friends are invited.
Miss Matheny's paternal. grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Matheny and her maternal grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Brown, all of Fulton.
Mr. Sensing is the grandson of
Mrs. W. A. Sensing of Fulton and
the late Mr. Sensing and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hickman.
Mr. _ Sensing was graduated
from South Fulton High School
Inaugural Plans
Date Dec. 10
Kentucky inaugurates Edward
T. (Ned) Breathitt as Governor
December 10 and inaugural ma-
chinery is running at full speed
in Frankfort.
Inaugural Chairman R. S. Stok-
Terand his aides are handling the
details which will make the many
events of the day more with pre-
cision. Major events will be a
parade of several hours' duration,
tlie swearing-in ceremony, a re-
,!eption in the Governor's con-
ference room and four inaugural
balls.
An Inaugural Headquarters has
been established on Main Street
here and numerous committees
will be appointed to handle ar-
rangements. Construction has
started on the platform on which
Governor-Elect Breathitt will take
the oath of office in front of the
Capitol. Inaugural Day is an un-
declared holiday for State em-
ployees as well as the entire city
of Frankfort.
First Meeting Of Mt.
Carmel WMS Held
The Women's Missionary So-
ciety of the Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church held its first regular meet-
ing on Thursday, November 14,
at the church, with thirteen mem-
bers present.
Mrs. Charles Bennett, president,
was in charge of the business
meeting. A goal was set for the
Lottfe Moon Christmas offering,
and community missionary work
was planned.
The program was in charge of
Mrs. W. P. Sheehan, whose sub-
ject was "Partners For Progress In
Japan." The meeting room was
attractively decorated in Japanese
motif and spiced tea and fruitcake
were served by the hostesses, Mrs.
James Alexander and Mrs. A. B.
Dement.
HERE'S JUST A FEW OF
OUR GOODIES:
2 Pc. Naugahyde Living
Room Suit ... $139.00
5 Shelf Maple Wall
Racks ..........$19.95
Odd Chairs .... $14.00 up
Couches  $59.00 up
Wall Clocks   $10.00 up
Light Fixtures $4.50 up
Bunk Beds Complete
$89.95
Kitchen Cabinets $5.00 up
Regulation Size Table
Tennis Table $11.95
Blvie Willow Dishes
10c Each & up
Stetson Dinnerware
  
$12.95 Set
Automatic Perculators
 $7.50
Pop-Up Toaster $8.50
Elec. Can Openers $7.95
Toaster Broilers $3.95 up
Hair Dryers $9.95 up
Unfinished Furniture
  $6.00 up
Stormdoor Closers and
Handle ...... $1.50
ANYTHING & EVERY-
THING COME SEE &
SAVE AT - - -
Railroad Salvage.
456 LAKE ST.
FULTON, KY.
in 1959, received his bachelor of
science degree from the Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Martin Branch,
in 1963 and is presently teaching
mathematics in Fulton High
School.
NEW "TENDERFOOT" SCOUTS FOR TROOP 42: the group above
received their Tenderfoot badges at a troop 42 Court of Honor here
Tuesday night: (front row, from left): Kim Homra., Jimmy Huffine,
Gary McIntyre, Tom Powell. (Back row): David Robey, David Puck-
ett, Todd Shupe, Richard Connaughton and James Wright.
WORK FOR FOOD
Rabat-The Food for Peace
program is bringing schools and
homes to Morocco. Within one
90-day period 30,000 .jobless
Moroccans-paid chiefly in wheat
-built 1,200 schools and 600
homes for teachers.
Career Kits Available
Mrs. Leonard Allen, Fulton High
School Counselor, annourbeed to-
day that a new Chroriical Guid-
ance Career Kit is available in
the guidS.nee office for use of stu-
dents and adults in this area.
This kit provides current in-
formation about sOecific jobs,
scholarships, college entrance re-
quiriments and college expenses.
The fi4 was provided by National
Defense Education Act Funds.
Parents, students, out-of-school
youth and other interested parties
are invited to make use of the
Kit to help answer their vocation-
al and educational questions.
This can be done by contacting
Mrs. Allen at Fulton High School.
CHRISTMAS CLUB-
Continued from Page One)
to a new record.
The rising economy sparked the
hopes for sweeter-than-ever music
by cash register bells.
Christmas buying will tell the
year's story for the retail industry
because merchants usually expect
to get almost 20 per cent of their
total business from that source.
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SELECT..
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's
TEN HIGH
502-R
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL. • 86 PROOF
CHECK SIZE-COMPARE PRICE-INSIST ON GRADE A-LOOK FOR THE GRADE A SEAL
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
FRYERS .25c
CUT-UP, SPLIT OR QUARTERED  1111-
Super-RightHams Fully CookedSemi-Boneless
Whole
Hoar
 
if ) ....Lb. 630
JANE PARKER
'PIES
DUTCH APPLE
(SX) Ea.450
APRICOT
(s1r) Ea. 390
PEPSODENT WHITE (10c Off)
Right
Quality (Lb. 
Inspected Lb 
U.S.D.A. 6 to 9 
Lbs.Lb. 
39C )114t° 3Super 11 to 16
Lb• 
 45c lb.Grade A
SUPER RIGHT SMOKED
14! Ti". 16 LB.-WHOLE OR HALF
Southern ( 4-Lb. 
 
2)8 
Lb. $A 89
CanHams Star Can2.99
Iman
RIAD% Pint
$4.00
Fifth
Oysters FSrtea:hdard 1/2-Pt. PintI 65c Tin _ 1'9
NutleyBananas 1%:a7tetell  Lb 10° Margarine (Save 9c) 6
Grapefruit 8
Pascal Celery Calif.  1-= 19° Cranberry
A&PCashews
Cheese Bread
( Fla. I
Seed-
less
Jane
Parker 
Lb.
Bag69° Corn
1.-,"abg 79° Peaches
33° Prest one
A&P Golden
Whole
Kernel 
Save
19c) 8
A&P
Strained
Sauce 
lona Sliced
or Halves
Anti.
Freeze
1-Lb. 094
Ctns.
1-Lt. 1290
Canal".
4.2 16-02.4)50
La Cans 4114
Save) 4 1-Lb.18-0z.950Cana
I Marvel 
$11 ".... ill Gal. 1.391 Gal.
Jane Parker FRUIT CAKE Fruit 2341Nuts. Light... .47 311/2-Lb. I AG Light E 5-Lb.Light......... 3.99
Tooth Paste: uob: 59c 1 PEPSODENT R.UORIDETooth Paste3YT4,-,k,°: 53( TOOTH PASTE TubeStripe- 1 PEPSODENT (Acium
Coffee Sale!
Mild & Mellow
Eight O'Clock
(SAVE 10c)
3 Lb. $149Bag I
A&P VACUUM PACK
Lb.
.1
17
Can 7 GAL,  Can .
53f Tooth Brush EcL 690
Duncan Hines Mrs. Filbert's Lucky Whip Hershey's Nestles Gerbers
Deluxe Margarine Topping Chocolate Semi-Sweet Baby Food
Cake Mixes 2 c1,4.b.: 91/2-0z. Can Syrup Morsels STRAINED
ALL RAVORS
so. 42 0' 49' 49' • r‘2:43 (2c Off)6-0z.Bag 23c
6 59°
3 7 " 43°
LUX
LIQUID
12-0z. Bottle Pt. 6-0z. Bottle35. 1-63.
Praise Soap =F:flietaar 2 Bars 29c
Dove Soap ::':: 2 Bar. 49c
Dove Soap :7.°,"`   2 Bars 39c
Vim Tablets 2 L 69cPkg. 
Fluffy All ..........  3 BoxLb. 79c
Dishwasher All • ...... •••..
Liquid All Bott...Fle / UGQuart L,.
Lux Soap It? ... ..... ....2 Bars 29c
1-Lb. 4-0z. A A
Box '414C
Lifebuoy Soap FE:122... 3 fur. 32c
I • Lipton's
Onion Soup Mix
2 "‘" 35°Pkgs.
Puffin Biscuits
READY FOR THE OVEN
6 CANSOF 10 49c
Starkist Tuna
LIGHT CHUNK WHITE CHUNK1
Scotkins Napkins 2 :1;G:035 
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, NOV. 23
1HE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC,
Food
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 18 59
, Plain)
(sem
Rising)
Gold Medal
Flour
5:a58
56O •
Nabisco
Choc. Pinwheels
1214-0z. '90
Pkg.
Strietmann
Zesta Crackers
"Lso. 29°
1 Sunshine
Hi-Ho Crackers
1." °Box 41 
Young's Dried
Navy Beans
2Pkg.23°
Crisco
Shortening
3Con  77,
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First International Banana Festival In Picture;,„12r1nt
Monday, November 4th
6 A. M. to 10 A. M—Banana pancake breakfast (112
Lake Street — Charlie Scates Store)
10 A. M. to 4 P. M.—Entertainment Qr.' bandstand
on Lake St. and bandstand, South Ful5on City Hall.
10 A. M. & 4 P. M.—Kangaroo Court (Bandstand on
Lake Street)
12 Noon to ? —Rides (Fulton Bank & City National
Bank parking lots)
7:30 P. M.—Lions Club Banana Minstrel (Carr
Auditorium, Fulton School)
Tuesday, November 5th
6 A. M. to 10 A. M—Banana pancake breakfast (112
Lake Street — Charlie Scates Store)
10 A. M. to 4 P. M.—Entertainment on bandstand
on Lake St. and bandstand, South Fulton City Hall.
10 A. M. & 4 P. M.—Kangaroo Court—Bandstand,
South Fulton City Hall.
12 Noon to ? —Rides (Fulton Bank & City Nation
Bank parking lots)
7:30 P. M.—Lions Chi},
Auditorium, Fultc
Wedne
6 A.M. to 10A. M—
Lake Street -
10 A. M. to 4 P. M.-
on Lake St. and bandr
10 A. M. &4 P. M.—K
Lake Street)
12 Noon to ? —Rides (1
Bank parking lots)
5:00 P. M.—Banan-a-rar
to north end of Lake S
dancing, banana eating c
party with the public inv
sion. Prizes will be offer(
public is urged to wear cc
Edd Wheeler will make a p
$1,000 in prizes for talent.
Thursday. Nov
6 A. M. to 10 A. M—Banana
Lake Street — Charli
10 A. M. & 4 P. M.—Kangart
PSouth Fulton City Hall.
12 Noon to ? —Rides (Fulton E 
ia
Wheelesc famous composer of R ilosPrr,'‘Lar,14.13rs• 3:1C itrs:leraellit± rble:Ti °altkli1111:1114
1:nance6
Bank parking lots)
7:30 P. M.—Hootenanny (Guellig
Wheelbr, famous composer of "R illan booths
Admission charge $1.00.
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Fabulous! - Our Banana Festival
The only way to describe the mammonth Interna-
tional Banana Festival that begins in the twin cities next
Monday is to say that it's going to " be fabulous. Every-
thing connected with the six-day long event is spoken of
in the superlative degree. There are going to be more
beauty queens, more national political r" es, more
top-flight American indust,-; -1 " nt, ever
(ssembled in
Friday, November t
°te
6 A. M. to 10 A. M—Banana pancake breakfast (112
Lake Street — Charlie Scates Store)
10:A. M.—Banana Shoot on Lake Street near band-
stand. Governors of Kentucky and Tennessee will
shoot bananas strung on wire bet
No charge.
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Ftory On Page Seven: Miss America crowns Princess
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Princess Carol Looks Forward To Exciting
Reign As International Banana Ruler
12)0re
cepted
ds like
1)1 
Scoff is 
shown hereovernor Orval 
Paub
photos on 
page 3)us.
night there will be square danc-
ing at the south end of Lake St.
and rock 'n roll at the north end.
at the Fulton Country Club for queens, bands from all over
the business dignitaries, and the area, and many, many floats
day's activities will be-climaxed
a
Afterwards, Miss
WORLD'S LARGEST AND THE WORLD'S BEST! Miss
America, Ralph Lally and the American Dairy Princess
got the first taste of the one-ton banana pudding that the
Pure Milk Company cooked up. That's hard working Jim
Vaden, of the Pure Milk Company at the far left.
in z. Ja rg
Ittle Op.
the
America wii,
President Of United States
Congratulates Twin Cities
The President of the United States, John F.
Kennedy, has wired his congratulations to the Citi-
zens of Fulton and South Fulton on the First In-
ternational Banana Festival.
The telegram to the President 'of the Festival
was received here at 11:10 a. m. today, and is as
follows: :
White House, Washin,gton, D. C.
President of International Banana Festival
Fulton, Ky., South Fulton, Tennessee.
I have learned from Congressmen Frank Albert
Stubblefield and Robert Everett that tM twin cities
of Fulton, Ky. and South Fulton, Tenn., are now
o;serving their first International Banana Festival.
On this most unique observance I am very pleased
to extend my warm good wishes to the citizens of
these, communities and all of the participants in
this celebration.
You are most deserving of commendation for
contributions to the banana industry, and as part
of vital economic link with our neighbors to the
South. All of you will, I am sure, continue to re-
present our nation with its ideals with great credit.
With all good wishes for a memorable and successful
Banana Festival.
John F. Kennedy
President of the United States
--x*:C§Nieks„s,
11.
!‘t;\
KENTUCKY COLONELS IN LOUISIANA: — LarryMetcalfe, vigorous publicist for the National Banana As-
sociation (left) and Bruce Paschal, vice-president of the
Standard Fruit and Steamship Company admire thehigh honor confirmed on them by Governor Combs. Mrs.Paul Westpheling, a festival official makes the presents. 1111k
tion in New Orleans.
It Took A Lot Of Planning - - - -
FULTON, KY.
SOUTH FULTON,
TENN.
Jo, I
•4-111,
(ABOVE) THIS IS THE COLORFUL 
SIGN THAT AP-
PEARED AT MANY area 
gatherings inviting the public
to attend the Festival from 
Nov. 4-9. The young ladies in
the background are Fulton 
High School cheerleaders.
(RIGHT) FESTIVAL PLANS GOT 
THE FIRST SHOT
IN THE ARM when a 
group of four Fultonians went to
New Orleans to present the 
program to the National Ba-
nana Council. Beaming as 
Council President Ralph Lally
(center) is commissioned a 
Kentucky Colonel is Nathan
Wade (right) and Mrs. Paul 
Westpheling who made the
presentation on behalf of Governor 
Combs.
(LOWER RIGHT): Bill Scott, 
Chamber of Commerce
president gets the banana 
"bite" from Mrs Paul West-
pheling, following the election 
of officers of the Interna-
tional Banana Festival 
Ass'n. Others in the photo left 
to
right are: Dewey 
Johnson treasurer; Nathan 
Wade,
president; Mrs. Maxwell 
McDade, secretary and Floyd
Martin, first vice-president. 
Mrs. Westpheling is second
vice-president.
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(LEFT): AND BANANA TREES SHALL
GROW FROM PARKING METERS; And
they did during the six-day festival. One
of the early publicity photos sent around
the country shows Festival president Na-
than Wade and Chamber of Commerce
President Bill Scott "posing" with a
beautiful stalk of bananas.
Witt a Banana
getilittai?
The Twin Cities are celebrating
their distinction as "top-banana" in the
re-distribution of bananas in America.
Every year thousands of carloads of the
fruit are brought here. from southern
ports. At local railroad yards they are
re-iced and re-shipped to cities through-
out the United States. To the banana
industry, Fulton and South Fulton are
known as "the banana crossroads of
America."
•
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Anual Internacional
Banana Fiesta
By RON JOHNSON, Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
J_ OS Primero Anual Internacional Ba-nana Fiesta in the twin cities of Ful-
ton, Ky. and South Fulton, Tenn. in the
heart of the United States of America?
"Ah, you're loco," unenlightened folks
are saying, "why Fulton or South Ful-
ton doesn't even have a banana tree."
But these "Doubting Thomases"
are wrong. The Twin Cities do have
banana trees although we must ad-
mit they are imported and grow
little or no fruit. This, however,
Is not the basis for the festivities
that are to take place next week
in these flourishinthboraer towns.
The First Annual International Ba-
nana Festival is being held there because
Fulton and South Fulton are the "Bana-
na Capital of the Nation," the "Banana
Crossroads of the United States," and a
great center in the national banana mar-
ket.
The whole thing started about 80
years ago when Fulton—the railroad
town that ties New Orleans, La., to Can-
ada—became the center of the bare-
industry.
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have established exactly how hot a re-
frigerated box-car of bananas gets in a
given number of hours.
They have learned how to nurse ba-
nanas through the ripening process as
precisely as chickens are hatched in an
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',HIS FAIR LADIES:—That's the way Governor Faubus
of Arkansas wanted this photograph entitled. Pictured
A with the ladies in the entourage to Little Rock to get
twelve, beautiful Oldsmobile convertibles to use in the
Miss America parade is Governor Faubus at the far left.
HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER — Gilbert DeMyer, mayor of Fulton Ky., and
Milton Comm, mayor of South Fulton, Tenn., join hands to signify the close
COOPOrati0111 of the Twin Cities In the massive joint venture.
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COME BACK TO SEE US MORE OFTEN! 
That's
what Governor and Mrs. Orval Faubus of Arkansas say
as they watch the Twin City 
caravan leave the Gover-
nor' Residence after a very pleasant and a very royal
welcome in Miss America's State 
—Mrs. Rudy McDade, mrs. Joe Westpheling,STOP HERE JIM •
the schedule for one of many "banana caravans" that have toured West Ken-
tucky extolling the highlights of the Banana FestivaL
BIG
a check to a smiling first vice mow. —
ffir rs of Banana Festival Incorpo-
de, president; Floyd
Mrs. Paul
Ts
ve
i" for
I in the
nd evep
top ba-
sin Him-
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f
INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL
AW, IT'S NOT 
FELLAS • . . 
That's what 
Nathan
(Rusty) Wpde. Jr. 
seems to be saying 
as he poses at 
the Union City
air-ort with Miss 
America. Rusty 
presented her wth a 
bouquet of
red roses.
"Is it REALLY Miss America?" a little boy said as
the giant float carrying the beauteous Donna Axum ap-
proached. When the float got nearer to him, and Miss
America flashed that famous smile, the little fellow
gasped .. . . "it's her . . • the one that was on television."
That's the way it went, all up and down the three-
mile long parade route Saturday when more than
20,000 people jammed the streets of the twin cities to
see the most famous American beauty of them all. Ap-
pearing in one of the smallest towns that the Miss Amer-
ica Beauty Pageant has ever sent their illustrious am-
bassador, Donna MU= captured the hearts of young and
old • Never dismissing that warm and delightful expres-
sion from her face, Donna Axum confided to this report-
er that it was one of the heaviest schedules she has ever
been on since she was named Miss America at Atlantic
City in September.
After the enthusiastic reception
given her at the airport in Union
City on Friday and the short cere-
monies at the Park Terrace later,
this reporter, Miss Lucille Previti
and Donna Axum went over the
minute by minute schedule for
Saturday.
Said Miss America: "I was go-
ing to tell you that some changes
would have to be made in your
schedule in order for me to get
some rest. But after seeing the
royal welcoMe I've gotten so far,
I wouldn't change a minute of it."
She didn't!
Arising early and ready to begin
the day, Miss America left her
ignite at the Park Terrace at e--.ct-
ty 8;15 a. m. Saturday. Waiting
briefly until the other princessess
and dignitaries could be accom-
panied to their cars, she was ac-
companied to her own car by Al
Bushart, her official escort for the
Banana Festival. Accepting the
keys to the City of South Fulton,
she gave reassuring words to
Festival officials when the public
address system would not work
and the record player didn't quite
do justice to the Miss America
song.
Her remarks at South Fulton
set the pattern for the day- Graci-
ous, poised and looking chic in a
tweed suit of soft, bright pastel
colors and a stunning green hat
that she said was "way out" she
made herself comfortable for the
busy itinerary ahead. On to Ful-
ton, Kentucky for another official
welcome the party then went
to the pancake breakfast where
NBC did some extensive filming.
A short tour of the city brought
her to the Pure Milk Company_
where the world's largest banana
pudding was in the making and to
the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company
where Charles Reams and the staff
were out front with a refr'eshing
Pepsi-Cola. (Miss America's suite
was well stocked with Pepsis and
everytime the local and national
chaperones went thlere for a short
rest, Donna said . . . "let's have a
Pepsi.")
The tour then went to the Wo-
man's Club building where the Ba-
nana Bake-off winners were given
their awards. At eleven a. m. Miss
America "met the press" and as '
in no uncertain terms that she
likes bananas. Anxious to meet tHe
contestants in the beauty pageant
Saturday night she remarked:
"Fm the last Person in the world
to relax them and give them con-
fidence. I'd be scared to death if
I was in a beauty contest 89 im-
portant as this one." Shia made a
few remarks to them and you
could see the contestants show
their gratitude for her reassuring
words.
For just thirty minutes Miss
America relineed before going on
to the Home Folks Luncheon at
the South Fulton High School
cafeteria. There she was met
again by flashing cameras and the
Page 4
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Miss America
Captures
Our Hearts
(UPPER LEFT) 
INDEED, THE LOVELY 
DONNA AVM 
IALSS
AMERICA. OF 1964, 
held thousands 
of persons 
spell-bound 
frora the
moment she 
arrived in 
Memphis on 
Friday, November 
8. Greeting
her in 
Memphis are Jim 
Beasley of the 
Rentucky 
Department of
Comxaerce, which 
arranged for her air 
travel to Fulton 
and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling, (right) who 
served as Miss 
America's chaperone 
while
at the 
Banana 
Festival. That's 
Miss America in 
that stunning 
check-
ered coat and 
"way-out" bat. 'rhe 
other lady in the 
photo is Miss 
Lu-
cille Previti, 
Miss Araerica's 
offidal chaperone.
_
P
(ABOVE) WHAT 
DO OTHEB. 
RI
ZE-WINNING 
BEAUTIES SAY -
TO MISS
E 
AMERICA? ... They 
say "hello". 
And that's 
what Martha
llen Truett 
(left) Mise 
Tennessee, sa y s to 
Donna Axura 
on. her ar-
rival Friday 
froze New 
York.
asstow)--rrs PEPSIALL THE 
• . . 
Miss Pesiolas
W AY 
America keeps her
energy and 
vitality at full 
peak by 
sipping on 
delicious p -C
whenever she can. 
Charles Reams, 
with Mrs. 
BAWDS at his 
right, ac-
comodated Miss 
America when the 
caravan 
stopped in front of 
the
Pepsi-Col* plant 
Saturday morning.
a 
In the front 
seat is Miss 
Lucille
Previti, Miss 
America's chaperone 
nd Al 
Bushart, who was 
escort for
both ladies 
while they 
visited in the twin 
cities. Other Pepsi
-Cola em-
ployee* watch at 
the 
"refreshment •
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Mrs. Bobbins Came To Fulton A Good Cook, Goes Home A Celebrity Page 5
A lady from Henry County, Tenn. came to Fulton
last Friday to enter her favorite banana recipe in the Ba-
nana Bake-off competition. She went home on Saturday
a celebrity. It was all because she baked an "out-of-this-
world" Banana Delight cake with Banana nut frosting.
Mrs. Lloyd Robbins was named the Grand Champ-
ion Banana Baker of the highly successful event and
what's more got her award from America's most beauti-
ful and famous lady, Donna Axum, Miss America of
1964. Mrs. Robbins was presented with a $100 cash
award and a colorful sash indicating her honor. In mak-
ing the presentation Miss America, as only she can do,
made a few remarks commending all the ladies on their
prowess in the kitchen-
Mrs. Hendon Wright served as
master of ceLenionties for the Sat-
urday morning gathering. She
paid due credit to all those who
made the Bake-off a success, and
paid special tribute to Mrs. Na-
than Wade and Mrs. Robert Ru-
dolph who worked untiringly to
make the Bake-off the great suc-
cess that it was. Mrs. Wright also
introduced Miss America to the
audience. The American Dairy
Princess, Miss Sue Ann God-
deridge presented the awards to
the other winners.
Judging the winners from over
125 entrants were: Mrs. Walt Ap-
person, society editor of the May-
field Messenger; J. Roy Wynne of
Memphis, head researcher of
Humko and Mrs. Juni° Creasy, of
Jackson, Tenn., nutritionist for the
Model Milling Company of that
city.
Second honors in the Bake-off
went to Mrs. J. R. Green of Ful-
ton, with a Banana layer cake. She
received a ;10 cash prize as Ful-
ton County first place winner and
a red ribbon and sash as Champ-
ionship Runner-Up. k
Third honors were won by Mrs.
Curtis Boyd, second runner-up,
who entered a Banana Birthday
cake.
Open house was held Friday af-
ternoon and attended by a large
crowd. NBC comr-entator Ed Neu-
man was present, with the NBC
filming crew.
The complete list of winners,
which included first place winners
In each county, who received $10
cash prizes, second place winners,
who received red ribbons and third
place winners, who got white rib-
bons, is as follows:
Weakley County
1st—Mrs. Luther Freedle, with
a gold nugget cake with banana
frosting;
2nd—Mrs. Paul Howard, banana
spide cake;
3rd—Mrs. Wesley Cooper, ba-
nana pudding.
Obion County
lst—Mrs. Bob Fowlkes, banana
chiffon cake;
2nd—Mrs. Billy Milner, banana
cream cake;
3rd—Mrs. Floyd Martin, Zuppa
Inglese Banane;
Fulton County
1st—Mrs. J. R. Green, banana
layer cake;
2nd—Mrs. Will Netherland, ba-
nana bread;
3rd—Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, festival
banana cake;
Hickman County
1st--Mrs. Louise Workman, ba-
nana cake with caramel frosting.
2nd—Mrs. Charles Moon, ba-
nana nut cake, with banana but-
ter frosting;
3rd—Mrs. Joe Holland, gay ba-
nana tarts;
Graves County
1st—Mrs. Curtis Boyd, banana
birthday cake;
2nd—Mrs. A. R. Stephens, ba-
nana cake;
3rd—Miss Leona Ti k'er, banana
sponge cake;
Henry County
1st—Mrs. Lloyd Robbins, ba-
nana delight cake with banana nut
frosting;
Carlisle County
1st—Mrs Elizabeth O'Neil, froz-
en banana delight.
Other Counties
1st—Mrs. Fritz Metzger, Padu-
cah, banana nut cake;
2nd—Mrs. Brooxie Rook of
Carroll County, banana peanut
butter candy.
44.1tir .47**,4. 4411144
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In The Photos
At right Ralph Lally, president of the National Banana Festival takes
a look at the prise-winning cake submitted by Mrs. Lloyd Robbins.
right. That's Miss America in the middle. Above Miss America and
Ivirs. Robbins admire the winning entry. Lower left Mrs. Curtis Boyd.
Mrs. J. R. Green, Miss America and Mrs. Robbins talk recipes. Below
right, Dub Burnette, Mrs. Nathan Wade and Mrs. Robert Rudolph
gather the ingredients for the giant banana pudding. In picture at
bottom of page, Mrs. George Brock, who assisted with the Bake-off
seems happy with the whole thing.
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Miss America Gives
Send Off To Bake-off
Miss America's Luncheon Breaks Record
For Timing; 400 Served in 27 Minutes
"It's impossible to do," a group of Festival planners
told Mrs. David Phelps when she insisted that 400 peo-
ple could be served buffet style in about 20 minutes.
Even her husband disagreed. He was co-chairman with
her of that perfectly delightful luncheon last Saturday
for Miss America and other visiting beauties and digni-
taries.
But Martha (Mrs. David) Phelps held tenaciously
to the earlier plan she had made to have Miss America
serve herself first while that festive board of delicious
foods "was untouched by any others." Knowing the tre-
mendous amount of work all the ladies had put forth to
have the luncheon go off as they had planned, the Festi-
val officials gave her the `go-ahead"-sign.
Martha knew exactly what she
was talking about. All 400 people
at the luncheon were Served in
exactly 27 minutes, according to
time clocks held by Glenn Hays
the now famous caterer who ser-
ved the luncheon, and one doubt-
ing Festival official who said it
could not be done.
Moreover, in spite of the fact
that the honored guests were de-
tained a little while to appear be-
fore a "live" television broadcast
by KFVS-TV, the program was
over and the guests were leaving
at one o'clock sharp. Master of
Cermonies Bill Scott joined in su-
perbly with the tulle schedule for
the luncheon. The event was held
at the South Fulton High School
cafeteria. Charles McMorris, with
the vivid imagination of a score
of area florists transformed the
dining anaa into an autumn won-
derland. As far as the eye could
see Fall flowers in abundance,
with their bright and vivid hues
matched the outside countryside,
all aglow in a panorama of Fall
beauty.
Assisting Mr. and Mrs. Phelps
with the arrangements were Mrs.
Richard Bodker, ticket chairman,
Mrs. Wen Fowler and Mrs. E. K.
Alexander, tables and seating,
Mrs. C. A. Boyd, cloak room, and
a number of other members of the
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T. I
HERE SHE IS, "MISS AMERICA"—Misa America,
reception given for her in the hassle of Mr. and Mrs.
Apperson, society editor of the Mayfield Mesminger,
field Messenger.
RECIPE FOR •
BANANA PUDDING
8000, ..tft
WOO Mali win
P"E4Iti:DirAID
Donna Axum, takes time out for a cup of punch at
Maxwell McDade. Shown with her are Mrs. Wanes
left„ and Mrs. Herbie Hunt.--Photo Courtesy May-
B EJ
Frida)
Name
1. El
2. Bi
3. M
4. Di
5. M
8. Ci
9. DI
10. Pi
11. Ci
12. N,
13. M
14. Jt
15. Li
16. St
17. 114
18. Pi
19. CI
20. Si
21. Li
22. Si
23. Ni
24. Si
25. T1
26. Cl
' punch at a
Mrs. Walter
irtesy may_
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Friday - Saturday, November 8-9, 1963
• 1
Name and Number
1. Elaine Beggs
2. Brenda Brockwell
3. Margaret A. Butts
4. Dianne Clements
5. Mary Alice Craig
6..2fillagawford
7. L n
8. Carol Glisson
9. Dianne Gore
10. Patrice Harris
11. Catherine Jones
12. Nancy Latta
13. Maxine Lewis
14. Judith Ann Massengill
15. Linda McMullin
16. Bonnie Pickard
17. Helen Potts
18. Patsy Rhodes
19. Cecille &imps=
20. Sandra Summers
21. Linda Thorpe
22. Sandra Toon
23. Nancy Tress
24. Susan Walker
25. Theresa Wall
26. Cheryl Warmath
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Miss Carol Glisson Of Martin Chosen As
"International Banana Princess Of 63"
A raven-haired beauty from
the University of Tennessee
Martin Branch, Miss Carol Gib-
son, was chosen as "Internation-
al Banana Princess of 1963," the
top beauty honor of the twin
cities first Festival Saturday
night in the finals of the beauty
pageant at South Fulton gym.
An overflow crowd, estimated
at over 2,000, were on hand to
see the 11 finalists compete in
swim suits and formals.
Miss Teresa Wall of Paris,
Tenn., was selected as first al-
ternate and South Fulton beauty,
Linda Thorpe, winner of many
beauty titles, was second alter-
nate.
Highlight of the evening was
the crowning of the princess by
Miss Donna Axum, Miss America
of 1964, who received deafening
applause as she was inti
down the ra
of the Miss
by Norman
music at th
and walked
the strains
song, sung
MASTER OF CEREMONIES:
Dick Hawley, WMCT, Memphis.
SPONSORSHIP AND DIRECTION:
The Fulton Rotary Club
PRODUCER:
Jack Smith. Jackson, Tenn.
JUDGES:
Mrs. T. Bennett Boaz, Memphis; Art Schofield,
Paducah: Carol Hubbard, Mayfield; Miss Pat Kerr,
Oxford, Miss; Jack Smythe, Jackson, Tenn.
ACCOUNTANTS CERTIFYING BALLOTTING:
William S. Kester of the firm of Scheutte & Taylor,
Paducah, and Carl Swanson, Ferry-Morse, Fulton.
FRIDAY NIGHT ADDITIONAL ENTERTAINMENT:
The Colonelettes Treva Lou Hedge
Lehmon Kilzer Billy Edd Wheeler
SATURDAY NIGHT ADDMONAL ENTERTAINMENT:
Garry Harper "Pete and Repeat"
Lehmon K.ilzer Billy Edd Wheeler
Address
Fulton
Martin
Dresden
South Fulton
Humboldt, Tenn.
ayteld
Martin
Fulton
Greenfield
Cayce
Fulton
Fulton
Union City
Hickman
Union City
Union City Route
Mayfield
Milan, Tenn.
Fulton
Fulton
Fulton
Fulton
Fulton
Paris, Tenn.
Martin
Sponsor
Fulton Elks Club
Taylor Chevrolet-B
American 
taw"
Fer 
ote 10141C C°131
Club
hamber of Commerce
Fulton Bank
Park Terrace Motel-Restaurant
Fulton Jaycees
Fulton Lions Club
Taylor Motors, Murray
Farmer-Ridgeway Enterprises
U. S. Army Recruiting
Kentucky-Tennessee Border PeopleEverybody Has Fun
.ulyn Alien Is The Idol Of Her School
Get Strong Case of Banana Fever
iBkAndaTilhallealliereosliivnealOf A Proud Community
International
Festival All
Next Week
By ORVILLE HANCOcli
Press-Scimitar Staff Writer
- They're feuding on the Ten-
nessee-Georgian border these
days, but everything is sweet-
ness and light on the Tennes-
see-Kentucky border, especial-
ly at Fulton,
Ky.-South Ful-
ton, Tenn.
These twin
towns, one on
each side of the
T ennessee-
Kentucky bor-
der, are going
all out in a co-
operative and
friendly spirit
to promote the
first International Banana Fes-
tival Nov. 4-9.
During this period, every au-
tomobile passenger that goes
thru the towns—population of
both together is 7000—will be
offered free bananas. Up and
down the main streets special
racks over parking meters will
hold big stems of bananas,
which festival visitors can
sample free and at their lei-
sure. The main streets of the
towns will be decorated with
the flags of the Latin-Amen-
can countries which produce
bananas.
2000 Miles Away
It's 2000 miles from the
nearest banana plantation, but
these cities are going all out
Hancock
At the Park Terrace Restaurant a group of ladies enjoyed sitting
around for things to happen. Show here seated are: Mrs. Thayer
Bruce, Miss Mary Swann Bushart and Mrs. J. R. Hogan. Standing
are: Mrs. Max McDade and Mrs. Genevieve Shuck. Below is just a
small portion of the huge crowd that came to the Festival parade Sat-
urday.
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Carolyn Allen was speechless when a huge entour-
age of visiting dignitaries and nationally famous person-
ages gathered at Fulton High School last Friday. She
had every reason in the world to be more than "a little
shook." For sitting on the stage was Ed Neuman, the re-
nowned NBC commentator, who earns his living by mak-
ing pretty speeches 'off the cuff.' Also on the stage were
other distinguished speakers. And out in the audience
were hundreds of Carolyn's admiring school friends who
had come to watch a presentation that conferred upon
the imaginative, community
-loving eighth grade student
the title of "Top Banana" and Kentucky Colonel.
As only a distinguished com-
mentator such as Mr. Neuman can
do, the tense and exciting atmos-
phere in the auditorium was soon
relaxing and enjoyable when the
commentator said:
"As you know Chet Huntley and
David Brinkley are top bananas
with NBC news, Walter Cronkite
is a stale banana with CBS and
ABC commentators are unripe ba-
nanas, but today I want to con-
gratulate you on being named
"Top Banana of the International
Banana Festival"
The morning's program, along
with other events of the Festival
were filmed by NBC.
The school girl, who if the dau
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomx
Allen, brought national attentic
to the festival, when she had. t3
courage to write Chet Huntl
about the Festival and invite h
to cov'er the events. The N
coverage, which will appear
connection with the Hunt
Brinkley Report, is the resu.'
Carolyn's letter.
At Friday's program the rr
of the auditorium fairly vib
each time Carolyn's name
mentioned. She is the idol r
school friends and the hero
a grateful community. Need
say she has the acirniratio
vast broadcasting netwoi
thought enough of her req
(Continued-on page sec
COLONEL AND TOP BANANA, TOO—Carolyn Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mn. Mama
Allen of Fulton, received commissions as a "Top Banana" and a Kentucky Colonel during
festivities at the International Banana FeUival Friday. Edwin Newman of NBC made the
presentation of the "Top Banana" commission and Adjutant General A. Y. Lloyd, acting for
Governor Bert Combs, presented Carolyn with a commission as an honorary colonel on
Combs' staff.
Tonritrefeirr
SATURDAY, 
NOVEMBER 9, 1963
Kentucky Archers 'Top Bananas'By HARRY BOLSER
aaaaa I w... 
KentuckY BurebouFulton, Ky., Nov. 8—Kentucky, 3; Ten-nessee, 0. That was the final score hereFriday in the world's first banana shootduring the fifth day of the week-longInternational Banana Festival in thisTennessee border town.The two four
-man teams from Ken-tucky and Tennessee shot at stalks ofbananas from 50 feet. The weapons werebows and arrows. The Bluegrass teamwas led by Adjutant General A. Y. Lloyd,shooting for Governor Bert T. Combs,and the Volunteer team was headed byCongressman Robert A. 
"Fats" Everett,Union City, in the absence of GovernorFrank G. Clement.
There were no casualties in the wildshooting match, but there was one irtdirectly connected with the festival. A
peel from one of the railroad carload of
Diana Lewis, reportedly suffered a frac-
South Fulton elementary school pupil, Congressman Frank—X. Stubblefield andEverett.tured wrist when she slipped on a banana "You are most deserving of commenda-
_ .
tion for contributions to the banana in-
ay night in thepresence of Donna Axtun, Eldorado, Ark.,Miss America of 1963.A National Broadcasting Company teamwas here Friday making filing and con-ducting interviews for a festival reportto be seen later on a television show.The festival also drew the attention ofPresident John F. Kennedy. He said ina telegram to festival officials that hehad been told about the celebration by
free bananas given away in the twincities of Fulton and South Fulton, Tenn.this week.
After the shoot there was a bananabakeoff and later 30 misses participatedin the preliminaries of the InternationalBanana Princess contest at South FultonHigh gymnasium. The festival princessWill be selected Sat 
'
bananas. Each day during the festival
a earlroad of
50 italks of ripe bananas have been hungon parking meters for free public con-sumption.
Saturday a ton of banana pudding, be-lieved the largest ever made, will bedished up to the public.Miss America will head a festival pa-rade at 2 p.m. Saturday and the BananaPrincess Contest will follow at the SouthFulton gymnasium at 8 p.m.
 eco-nomic link with 
dustry and in being part of a vital
our neighbors to thesouth," said the President.The twin cities of Fulton and SouthFulton have been called the banana cross-roads of America because bananasshipped north by railroad are inspectedand re
-iced here for reshipment. Thebanana 
ULJaLCQ industry d
Mess' America of 1964 arrives in the twin cities.
8:30 a.m. Miss America gets keys to the cities.
9:00 a.m. Miss America eats banana pancakes.
9:3() a.m. Miss America tours the twin cities.
10:30 a.m. Miss America presents awards to Banana Bake-off winners.
12:00 Noon Miss America lunches with home folks (Write for Tickets)
2:00 p.m. Three-mile long parade with National Beauty
Queens and dozens of marching bands.
Reception and Buffet Dinner.
Miss America judges finals of beauty pageant
and appears before the audience.
4:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
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BOY, DID THEY GO FOR THOSE BANANAS! With free bananas
hanging on "trees" like this all over the downtown area, everyone had
,"fteld day" helping themselves to the delicious fruit, as the grins on
the faces of this group will testify.
AO'
Jim Beasley of the Kentucky Department of Commerce gives the
"fighting rules" to the bow and arrow warriors of the two
-State Ba-
nana Shoot. The Kentucky team is at right and the Tennessee is at
left. That's Randall Burcham in the right forefront. Kentucky won 3
t...
FIRST PRIZE WINNERS (and they were GOOD!) of the Wednesday
giant talent show on Lake Street Irere this trio of students from
Murray State College whose act is billed as "Alec, Bill and Jack". They
are due for a Ted Mack audition in Chicago, along with their other
wngs.
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WELL DONE., GENTLEMEN! Ralph Lally (Left) congratulates the
Kentucky archery team following their victory over the Tennessee
team at the Saturday am "Banana Shoot" downtown. Team consisted
of (from loft) Joe Campbell, Fulton County Sheriff, Fulton Mayor
Gilbert DeMyer, °musty Judge 3. C. Bendurant, team captain and Ad-
jutant-General of Kentucky Major-Gen. A. Y. Lloyd, U. S. Representa-
tive (I(i) Frank Stubblefield of Murray. Nathan Wade, on right, looks
on. The "winnings" is the stalk of bananas held by Do7 Semis Reamer
Foster and Stuart Gayle Voelpel.
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Editor's Note!
All of the photographs published in this Banana Festival supple-
ment were made available to us by Ralph Lewis, photographer for thr
Kentucky Department of Commerce and by James Warren, photo-
grapher for the Kentucky Department of Public of Information. We
have herew ith published every print sent to us. We are indebted to
them for the time, effort and expense they incurred in "covering" the
events of our Festival
If some event in which you were interested, or some float that
you entered is not pictured here, please know that the selection of the
photographs sent to us was left to the discretion of these two highly
experienced and professional photographers. The minature "Banana
Spec3a1" train, entered by the City of Greenfield won first place among
the floats.
Again we express the gratitude of the Festival Association to
James Nutter, Commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Com-
merce. which built the float for Miss America; to Miss Cattle Lou Mil-
ler, Commisser of Public Information for the Festival brochures and
the tremendous amount of news stories sient all over America in our
behalf: and to Jim Beasley of the Kentucky Department of Commerce
for coordinating the contributions of both departments on the local
scene.
Words cannot express our deep appreciation to them for the
priceless assistance given us to promote our First Annual International
Banana Festival.
Why not write them of your appreciation The pictures herewith
are self-explanatory. Since all of the persons on the floats cannot be
positively identified, we will not publish the namies of those we do
know.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Fulton, Kentucky - - -South Fulton, Tennessee on the
outstanding success of the First International Banana
Festival. We in the Banana Industry salute you for your great
contribution to the Twin Cities, to the Banana Industry, and
to relations with Latin American Nations to the South.
We are proud to have be en a part of this festival and to
have shared the spirit and enthusiasm of the people of the Twin
Cities.
NATIONAL BANANA ASSOCIATION
Standard Fruit and Steamship Company Tropicana Importing Company
Ecuadorian Fruit Import Company Parker Banana Company
West Indies Fruit Company Southern Banana Corporation
Banana Supply Company Dow-Jenkins Shipping Company
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